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This study investigated the effectiveness of the implementation process of

the distance learning program at two historically black universities. The

qualitative comparative study examined different factors such as decision makers,

funding (infrastructure, training, personnel, program sustainability), instructional

model, and instructional development that were involved in the implementation

process of a distance learning program at one private and one public historically

black university.

The research design selected for this study was a qualitative, descriptive design to

investigate the factors involved in the implementation process of two historically black

colleges and universities. In this study, factors such as decision makers, funding,

instructional model, and instructional development were examined. The data were

gathered through interview process and questionnaires. Both directors of the distance

learning program were interviewed; questionnaires were given to the distance learning
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instructors at both institutions, and questionnaires were given to the distance learners at

both institutions.

The conclusions drawn from the findings suggest that even though all the factors

were present, some factors were implemented less effectively. Some factors such as

organizational structure, assessment, and evaluation process were implemented less

effectively. Funding did not play a major role in the differences in the implementation

process of the distance learning program between the public and private HBCUs.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Long before the civil rights movement launched in the 1960s, historically black

colleges and universities were established to offer higher education to African Americans

living in segregated areas of the country. From the time of legalized black education, the

traditional role ofHBCUs in the African-American community has been a catalyst

targeted on academic achievement for its students. These institutions have a

concentration on creating and maintaining an academic environment in which all

students, even those who may be under-prepared by conventional measures, can succeed

academically.

These institutions were founded with the purpose ofeducating disadvantaged blacks

during the post-Civil War era, and to this day retain missions of fostering the intellectual

and social development of their students (Wagener, 1998). Today, there are 118 HBCUs

that continue to honor a legacy ofquality education, diversity, and opportunity. They are

located in 24 states, the District ofColumbia, and the Virgin Islands. HBCUs include

public and private schools, two-and four-year schools, and graduate and professional

schools. They offer quality education in a nurturing environment. These colleges and

universities take an exceptional interest in their students’ growth, development and

success.
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Historically black colleges and universities come in many shapes and sizes. They

are found in big cities, small towns, and rural areas. HBCUs include liberal arts schools,

agricultural and research institutions, and scientific and technological centers. Together

they enroll more than 370,000 students, and graduate about one-third of all African-

American students each year (US Department of Commerce, 2000), awarding

undergraduate, graduate, and professional degrees.

Today, HBCUs continue the legacy ofquality education, diversity, and

opportunity by reaching out to students beyond the classroom. A small number have

begun to offer online classes through distance learning and instructional programs. Over

the past several years, there has been rapid growth in the number of institutions, HBCUs,

and other higher education institutions providing courses and degree programs in various

modes of distance education. With the increased popularity of the Internet, computer

technologies are receiving more and more attention as a means ofdelivery for distance

learning.

Distance learning has evolved in large part as a response to specific demands for

improving information access equity, with particular attention paid to the improvement of

instructional resource proximity via technology. Distance learning refers to the

transmission of educational or instructional programming to geographically dispersed

individuals and groups. More specifically, Keegan (1986) suggested that distance

learning encompasses educational or instructional programming which exhibits the

following attributes:

1. There is limited regular contact between instructor and student (s).
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2. The development and delivery of instruction, as well as student support

services, are administered by a centralized educational agency.

3. Various media (print, audio, video or computer) are used to transmit course

content.

4. There is some provision for two-way communication in the

educational/instructional process.

5. People tend to receive instruction individually rather than in a group.

Educational theorist Michael Moore (1972) also defined distance learning as:

The family of instructional methods in which the teaching behaviors are
executed apart from the learning behaviors... so that communication between the
learner and the teacher must be facilitated by print, electronic, mechanical, or
other devices. (Moore, p.76)

There are many synonyms used for distance learning, such as distance education,

distributed learning, or remote education. For the purpose of this study, distance

learning will be defined by the following criteria:

1. The teacher and students are separated by distance. This distance could mean

different classrooms in the same school or different locations thousands of

miles apart.

2. The instruction is delivered via print, voice, video, or computer technologies.

3. The communication is interactive in that the teacher receives some feedback

from the student. The feedback may be immediate or delayed.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study is to investigate the effectiveness of the process for

implementing distance learning and instructional technology program in two black
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universities. This comparative case study will examine the development process

including challenges, barriers, and enablers experienced by these two black historically

universities.

Background of the Problem

Distance learning is one of the most rapidly growing vehicles for the delivering of

education and training in the world today. The potential impact of distance learning on

all education delivery systems, from the primary to the tertiary level, has been greatly

accentuated through new developments in information and communication technologies,

which increasingly free learners from constraints of time and space (Williams et al.,

1999). The distance learning environment taps into the innovation of technology to offer

a flexible and engaging adult learning opportunity. Students engaged in distance learning

are able to learn anytime, anywhere, in a collaborative learning community. Online

learning promotes the globalization of adult learning by opening the boundaries of

learning (Neo & Eng, 2001).

Distance learning is by no means new. In fact it can be traced as far back as the

first century and then to the mid-1800s with the advent of correspondence study in higher

education. Distance education in the United States began about a century ago with

correspondence study. In 1938, after nearly half a century ofpractice, a group ofmostly

American and Canadian correspondence educators, most but not all from university

extension divisions, met in Vancouver, Canada, to form an organization which they

called the International Council for Correspondence Education. Not until 1972 did the
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International Council for Correspondence Education (ICCE) coin the term “distance

education” to describe the family of educational practices that had sprung up through the

years around correspondence education (Moore, 1990).

During the past two decades, the world has seen considerable growth in education

and training, but the world still suffers from intolerable inequalities both at the

international level and within nations. Many historically black colleges and universities

are struggling with limited access to educational technologies for young people and, at

the same time, are having to address basic needs of the older generation. The core

mission of distance education, since its invention in the nineteenth century, has been to

open access to those who were denied opportunity in the conventional systems, especially

in higher education (Moore, 1972).

In 1997, at the request ofVice President A1 Gore, the Commerce Department's

National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) analyzed

telephone and computer penetration rates across the United States to determine who was

and who was not yet connected. The highlight from the analysis of the 1997 data was the

term “digital divide.” The term "digital divide" focused on the differences between

minorities and mainstream with regard to information technology (IT) infrastructures,

i.e., differences in their ownership and/or access to computer hardware, software

applications, local networks, and the Internet. The so-called “digital divide” is better

understood in terms of specific deficiencies in the application of specific technologies.

For higher education, digital divide refers to the disparity or gaps in access to, and use of

technology. Other higher education institutions (HEIs) have already moved to higher
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technology plateaus such as Intemet2, where participation among HBCUs is

disproportionate (NTIA, 1997).

A recent study conducted by Tennessee State University and AOL Time Warner

Foundation entitled Alliance To Help Bridge the DigitalDivide Between Historically

Black Colleges and Universities and OtherHigher Education Institutions in this Country

in 2000, concluded that the rate of closure of the digital divide on HBCU campuses must

accelerate. The study also concluded that the acceleration could occur if and only if the

merger of technology usage, educational enhancement for students, and increased

productivity are melded into immutable institutional goals.

The study suggests that HBCUs must link technology accessibility and use with

enhanced learning outcomes for students by fusing technology seamlessly into all

learning environments, including distance learning. HBCUs, secondary to the study,

must also place a high priority on the effective use of technology (instructional

technology) to increase productivity and to lower or offset educational costs. Otherwise,

an ever-increasing financial burden will be placed on already under-financed students.

To hasten the pace of closure of the digital divide on HBCU campuses, technologymust

be envisioned as an educational enhancement medium, an operational tool for

productivity enhancement, and an asset that pays for itself

Within a context of rapid technological change and shifting market conditions, the

American higher education system is challenged with providing increased educational

opportunities without increased budgets, keeping education activities moving forward,

and supplementing research opportunities or expanding customary classroom offerings
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with distance learning opportunities. This is even more so for historically black colleges

and universities, especially given the competitions that they are facing with other colleges

and universities. Many higher educational institutions, including black colleges and

universities, are answering these challenges by developing distance learning and

instructional technology programs. BarryWillis (1993) stated that

Distance education at its most basic level takes place when a teacher and
student(s) are separated by physical distance, and technology (i.e., voice, video,
data, and print), often in concert with face-to-face communication, is used to
bridge that instructional gap. (Willis, p.25)

Instructional technology provides a process and framework for systematically

planning, developing, and adapting instruction based on identifiable learner needs and

content requirements (Dick & Carey, 1990). This process is essential in distance

learning, where the instructor and students may share limited common background and

typically have minimal face-to-face contact. Because of the diversity of technologies

now available, distance educators can now ensure several different modes of learning,

catering to the cognitive styles and approaches to study of a diverse range of students.

The distance learning environment is never static, but reflects the dynamics of the

learning communities. The dialog of the online classroom stimulates the learning

environment in which students interact with each other to expand their ideas via

electronic forums and communication tools such as learning group discussion, bulletin

boards, Internet relay chat and newsgroup discussions. E-mails, etc. (Atwong et al, 1996;

Natesan & Natesan, 1996; Seibert 1996; Siegel, 1996). This model of distance learning

assumes that learning is a social activity, and learners tap the learning network to

verbalize their thoughts. The technological advantage of distance learning (online



classrooms) promotes active group learning through computer-mediated dialogs

(Cordell, 1996).
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Distance learning and instructional technology programs provide students greater

cognitive development; critical thinking skills to challenge assumptions; exploration to

further professional practice; empowerment ofprofessionals to heighten personal

responsibility toward creating social change; and discovering new knowledge. A wide

range of instructional technological options is available to the distance educator.

Distance learning, using instructional technology, enables the delivery of courses and

learning materials to students studying at locations distant to the parent institution.

Therefore, learners can access education and learning opportunities at a time, place and

pace to suit their individual lifestyles, learning preferences and personal development

plans (Verduin & Clark, 1991).

Statement of the Problem

This study focused on issues pertaining to the process used by two HBCUs in the

development and implementation of distance learning and instructional technology in two

historically black universities. It is estimated that the equivalent of approximately thirty

credit hours will be required every seven years for a person to remain gainfully employed

in the Information Age (Dolence & Norris, 1995). Many people cannot afford (time and

money) to take off from work every seven years to enroll in a traditional school; thus,

many companies are encouraging their employees to go to school through distance

learning. The market is demanding it, and other higher education institutions (HEIs) are
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providing it in more convenient, flexible, effective, and affordable ways through

distance learning and instructional technology. This poses a grave threat to HBCUs if

they do not get into this market.

It is imperative that HBCUs keep pace with technology because for some

students, historically black colleges and universities are likely to be their last exposure to

technology before entering today’s technology-laden and unforgiving workplace. The

qualitative nature of the study is primarily concerned with in detailing the process the

institutions undertook in developing and implementing their distance learning

and instructional technology program.

Significance of the Study

This study should yield information that could enhance the process for the

development and implementation of distance learning and instructional program in

HBCUs. This process could include: identifying and implementing effective

Instructional technology model(s); putting effective training process in training

instructors in the instructional technology development process; targeting audiences

(students) for distance learning and instructional technology programs; and helping other

historically black colleges and universities in technology strategic planning.

Research Questions

The following research questions were developed to guide this study:

1. What motivated the university to embark on a distance education program?
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2. Who was responsible for developing and implementing the vision of the

program?

3. What is the organizational structure in place to manage the program, how was

it developed?

4. How were policies developed to guide the program?

5. Who is responsible for making decisions on (a) the operation of the program

and (b) the direction of the program?

6. What are the goals and objectives that drive the operation of the program?

7. Is the program part of the university mission and goal?

8. What strategic plan is in place for the distance learning program, and who

developed it?

9. How is the program funded?

10. How will the program be sustained?

11. Is there a faculty development program designed to train and support the

development ofDL courses?

12. Were the faculties compensated, given release time or otherwise rewarded for

developing distance learning courses?

13. What technologies are used to deliver the courses?

14. What infrastructure does your university have to support the chosen

technologies?

15. Who makes the decision on the instructional technologymodel?

16. What assessment is in place to measure the success of the program?



17.How are customers’ satisfaction data collected and treated?
11

18. What challenges have been experienced in the development of the distance

learning courses?

19. What challenges have been experienced in the implementation of the distance

learning courses?

20. What factors enabled the implementation of the program?

Summary

The evolution of distance learning in the United States has generally paralleled

the evolution of technology. In fact, over the past twenty-five years, it has been one of

the few areas in education where technology has been central to the teaching task,

distance learning and instructional technology programs provide students greater

cognitive development; critical thinking skills to challenge assumptions; exploration to

further professional practice; empowerment ofprofessionals to heighten personal

responsibility toward creating social change; and discovering new knowledge.

Within a context of rapid technological change and shifting market conditions,

the higher education system is challenged with providing increased educational

opportunities without increased budgets. Many higher educational institutions are

answering this challenge by developing and implementing distance education and

instructional technology program. This is even more so for historically black colleges

and universities because of competition in the higher education arena.
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This research examined the process two historically black universities

undertook in developing and implementing distance learning and instructional technology

programs. Specifically, the study examined the effectiveness of the program’s

development and implementation challenges, barriers, enablers, and overall

responsiveness to the program.



CHAPTER n

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction

This chapter presents selected literature pertinent to the core elements of this

study. The literature review is divided into the following sections: (1) historical

perspectives of distance learning; (2) instructional technology delivery methods; (3) the

process of developing and implementing distance learning and instructional technology

program; and (4) historically black colleges and universities and technology.

Historical Perspectives ofDistance Learning

According to Borg and Gall (1983), the historical study of an educational idea or

institution gives us a perspective that can do much to help understand our present

educational system and this understanding in turn can help to establish a sound basis for

further progress and improvement.

Distance learning takes place when a teacher and student(s) are separated by

physical distance and technology; that is, voice, video, data and print, are used to bridge

the instructional gap (Willis, 1994). Some define distance education as the use ofprint

or electronic communications media to deliver instruction when teachers and learners are

separated in place and/or time (Eastmond, 1995). However, others emphasize distance

learning over education, defining it as “getting people—and often video images ofpeople

13
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into the same electronic space so they can help one another learn” (Filipczak, 1995, p.

35). There are many synonyms used for distance learning, such as distance education,

distributed learning, or remote education.

Distance education is not new. In fact it can be traced as far back as the first

century with the advent of correspondence study in higher education. Distance learning

has been employed as an alternative to traditional, campus-based, classroom instruction

for over a century. Dating back to the middle 1800s, instructional content and student

responses were delivered by the postal system, commonly known as “correspondence

courses.” Many citizens located in rural or remote geographical locations were able to

access educational offerings that would have otherwise been unavailable.

Distance education in the United States began about a century ago with

correspondence study. After nearly half a century ofpractice, a group ofmostly

American and Canadian correspondence educators, most but not all from university

extension divisions, met in Vancouver, Canada, in 1938 to form an organization which

they called the International Council for Correspondence Education (Watkins &Wright,

1991). Not until 1972 did the International Council for Correspondence Education

(ICCE) coin the term “distance education” to describe the family of educational practices

that had sprung up through the years around correspondence education (Moore, 1990).

The use of the term “distance education” was proposed after a search for a name

that would describe not only correspondence instruction, but also a whole family of

teaching-learning arrangements that had emerged in the 1960s. These arrangements had

the common characteristics that the learner and teacher were normally separated
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geographically and the communication that normally occurred by word ofmouth in

education was carried by correspondence, and increasingly by electronic media.

These media came to include not only radio and television broadcasting, but also

audio and video recording, and teleconferencing through computer modems, telephone,

satellite and microwave systems (Williams et al., 1999). Through the years, the distance

learning technologies have evolved through several levels:

Level 1: 1880 - 1960 was consideredpassive distance learning era because there

was no opportunity for the learner to interact with the instructor in real

time. These environments consisted ofprinted material, audio- and

videotapes, and radio transmissions. This type ofdistance learning is

called asynchronous because learner and instructor (a) transmit messages

“one way” and (b) receive responses after a lengthy delay (mailing, etc.).

Level 2: 1960 - 1990 was considered passive to moderately active era. It

consisted of two-way audio teletraining, one-way video/two-way audio

teletraining, computer-based training (CBT) disks, CD-ROMs, laser

disks, personal computer (PC) teletraining via the bulletin board system

(BBS), electronic mail, computer-mediated conferencing (CMC), and

audiographics, and two-way interactive audio/video transmissions. Level

2 was also considered synchronous because each learner and instructor

has the ability to (a) transmit messages simultaneously between sender

and receiver (two-way) and to (b) receive immediate feedback and

interaction among the distance sites.
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Level 3: 1990 -21®* century is considered highly interactive era. It consists of

hybrid environments that combine in one virtual classroom elements of

all the distance learning technologies in the other two levels (level 1 and

level 2), in addition to the capabilities of the Internet and the world wide

web (www). In these environments, there is no one primary mode of

delivery. Instead, the elements of the course being taught determine

which technologies will be the “primary” or “instructional” form of

delivery and which will be the “secondary” or “support” forms of

delivery.

Over the years the format and structure of these early correspondence-based

distance learning applications changed with the advent ofnew technologies that were

capable of reducing tura-around time as well as increase interactivity for both students

and teachers. From global perspectives, distance learning is growing because of its

ability to support:

❖ Creation of a global education and information infrastructure.

❖ Sharing of human and intellectual resources.

❖ Increased availability of qualified teachers, physicians and trainers.

❖ Leveling and opening access to quality education across varying economic levels.

❖ Facilitation of “lifelong learning” among cultures, peoples, and ideas.

The common feafrires of four predominant categories ofdistance education

institutions and programs as described by Rumble (1986), are:

1. Distance Learning Institution: the educational activities are exclusively



directed to distance education and distance learners. The institution is
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typically headed by a president. The institution may be considered the free¬

standing institution, (Matusak & Dowd 1985), or purpose-built institution

(Rumble 1986) or the autonomous institution describe by Kaye (1981).2.Consortium: the educational activities are directed exclusively to distance

education and distance learners. Members or subunits of the consortiamay be

distance learning institutions, distance learning academic xmits, or distance

learning programs. The consortium is often headed be a director or executive

director. The consortiiun may be considered an organization. This category

was identified by both Kaye (1981) and Rumble (1986).

3. Distance LearningAcademic Unit: a subunit of a college or university equal to

all other academic disciplines organized within a traditional higher education

governance framework. The distance learning academic imit often has faculty

and administrative staff dedicated to educational activities of the distance

learner or distance education, while the larger institution’s educational

activities encompass traditional classroom teaching/leaming. The distance

learning academic unit is often headed by a dean or vice president. The distance

learning academic unit is part of a parent organization.

4. Distance Learning Program: a subunit of a college or university often found

within an academic or administrative unit whose educational activities are

usually traditional classroom teaching/leaming. The distance learning program

usually does not have its own faculty, and provides mainly administrative
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support services. The distance learning program is part of a parent

organization.

Typically, today’s distance learning program takes the values and objectives of

traditional courses and uses technologies of the Information Age to address the needs of a

broader and more complex educational market (Kelley, 1991). In a 1995 survey of

current distance learning practices, it was found that 30 of the 32 colleges surveyed

engaged in distance learning offerings serving 25,735 headcount students. More and

more institutions are coming aboard and offering distance learning to their students.

According to higher education statistics for the fall of 1998, 90 percent of all higher

education institutions enrolling more than 10,000 students and 85 percent of schools with

enrollments between 3,000 and 10,000 students offered distance education courses.

In 1999, U.S. Education Secretary Richard W. Riley (Distance Education Press

Release, 1999) announced the selection of 15 postsecondary schools, systems and

consortia that would have opportunity under a new program to enhance access to federal

student aid for their distance education students pursuing college-level academic studies

and training. He said the reason for this was because distance education has great

potential to broaden education opportunities universally, but especially for working

parents, students who live in rural areas, and students with disabilities that may limit their

access to the traditional campus setting.

Distance learning, with a long history of serving isolated and remote learners, has

now emerged as an effective, mainstream method of education and training that provides

learning opportunities that are flexible and responsive to learners’ needs. Distance
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learning is now a key component ofour new “learning society,” in which learners must

take increased responsibility for control and direction of the learning process.

Instructional Technology Delivery Methods

Facing a new century of learning means facing a time of change—a time of

embracing new and emerging methods of learning. Technology is one area that has

made a tremendous impact on higher education. It has enabled distance learning to

become a very real, very frequently employed method of instruction for educational

institutions and organizations worldwide. Over the years, the format and structure of the

early correspondence-based distance learning applications changed with the advent of

new technologies that were capable of reducing turn-around time as well as increase

interactivity for both students and teachers. Distance learning can be roughly divided

into synchronous or asynchronous delivery types. Synchronous means that the teacher

and the student interact with each other in “real time.” Asynchronous delivery does not

take place simultaneously. In this case, the teachermay deliver the instruction via video,

computer, or other means, and the students respond at a later time (see figure 1).
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1

Synchronous Asynchronous 1
1

Video V ideoconferencing Videotape, 1
Broadcast video H

1

Audio Audioconferencing Audiotape, *
Radio r,

Data
Internet chat.
Desktop videoconferencing

E-mail,
CD-ROM

Figure 1: Common Synchronous and Asynchronous Technologies

The instructional media evolved from print, to instructional television, to current

interactive technologies. The earliest form of distance learning took place through

correspondence courses in Europe. This was the accepted norm until the middle of this

century, when instructional radio and television became popular. Audio and video

resources such as film, cassette tape, radio, and television slowly augmented or replaced

the original correspondence course formats. According to Cambre (1991), in the late

1950s and early 1960s, television production was largely confined to studios and live

broadcasts, in which master teachers conducted widely broadcast classes. At that time,

the major drawback ofbroadcast television for instruction was the lack of a two-way

communications channel between teacher and student.

By the late 1960s and early 1970s, significant changes in distance learning

occurred due to development ofnew media technologies and delivery systems. These

developments in technology and communications have brought about dramatic change in

both the learning needs and the way learning opportunities are delivered in business.
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labor, government, and academia. As increasingly sophisticated interactive

commimications technologies became available, distance educators adopted them. Two

key insights emerged: (1) the digital revolution has profoundly altered traditional

limitations of time and space, and (2) learning has permeated many sectors of the

society.

Historically, the Articulated Instructional Media (AIM) project at the University

ofWisconsin and the British Open University (BOU) proved to be critical in

development ofdistance learning and instructional technology (Moore & Kearsley,

1996). The purpose of the AIM project was to create methods of integrating various

communications technologies for delivery teaching, counseling, interactive study groups,

and other resources to off-campus students by a team of specialists.

Although AIM represented a significant milestone in the history ofdistance

learning, it suffered firom three fatal flaws: no control over its faculty and curriculum, no

control over its funds, and no control over academic credits and degrees for its students

(Wedemeyer, 1981). Keeping in mind the problems of the AIM project, British

educational policy-makers established the British Open University (BOU) in 1969 as a

fully autonomous, degree-granting institution. As a result of the success, BOU became a

model for the development of distance learning institutions around the world. According

to Garrison and Shale (1990), the success of the BOU gave the rest of the world a

practical model and an astounding demonstration of the success of the open education

concept and the technology trends shows where distance learning programs are and

where its heading (see Table 1).
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Table 1 Distance Learning Technology Trends

Planned to offer Did not offer in 1997-98 and
Offered distance learning distance learning did not plan to offer in the

In 1997-98 next three years next three years
Institutional Total Number
Characteristic of Institutions Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

All Institutions 5,010 1,680 34 990 20 2,340 47

Institutional Type
Public 2-year 1,230 760 62 250 20 230 18
Private 2-year 1,120 60 5 220 20 840 75
Public 4-year 610 480 78 70 12 60 10
Private 4-year 2,050 390 19 450 22 1,210 59

Size of Institution
Less than 3,000 3,800 730 19 840 22 2,230 59

3,000 to 9,999 820 610 75 no 14 90 12

10,000 or more 400 350 87 30 8 20 5

Source: U.S. Department ofEducation, 2000
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The various technologies used in distance learning can be roughly divided into

four categories: print, audio (voice), computer (data), and video and these ranges of

technological options are available to the distance educator (see figure 2).

I
1

Print Voice/Audio n

Textbooks Telephone f

Study guides Voicemail ■ 1
Workbooks Audioconferences 1

Fax Audiotape i
Radio

1 ■■
Computer Video

E-mail Videotape
Web-based courses Satellite delivery j
Videoconferences Microwave

CD-ROM Broadcast video
Collaboration software Desktop Video ■

Figure 2: Distance Learning Technologies

Voice - Instructional audio tools include the interactive technologies of

telephone, audioconferencing, voicemail, and short-wave radio.

Passive (i.e., one-way) audio tools include tapes and radio.

Video - Instructional video tools include still images such as slides, pre¬

produced moving images (e.g., film, videotape), and real-time

moving images combined with audio conferencing (one-way or two-



J Data - Computers send and receive information electronically. For this

reason, the term "data" is used to describe this broad category of

instructional tools.

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) - uses the computer as a self-

contained teaching machine to present individual lessons.

Computer-managed instruction (CMI) - uses the computer to

organize instruction and track student records and progress. The

instruction itself need not be delivered via a computer, although

CAI is often combined with CMI.

Computer-mediated education (CME) - describes computer

applications that facilitate the delivery of instruction. Examples

include electronic mail, fax, real-time computer conferencing, and

World-Wide Web applications.

tflpH.I Print - This is a foundational element of distance education programs and

the basis from which all other delivery systems have evolved.

Various print formats are available including: textbooks, study

guides, workbooks, course syllabi, and case studies.

Computer and telecommunications technologies, and combinations ofboth, have

begun to revolutionize distance learning delivery systems throughout higher education in

America. Currently, the most popular media are computer-based communications

including electronic mail (E-mail), bulletin board systems (BBS), the Internet; telephone-
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based audioconferencing, videoconferencing with one- or two-way video, two-way

audio via broadcast, cable, telephone, fiber optics, satellite, microwave, and closed-circuit

or low power television (Schamber 1988; Barron & Owig, 1993).

As a result of the development ofnew technologies, distance learning delivery

systems had evolved by the middle 1990s to a state of relative reliability, viability, and

ease of use in colleges and universities, at home, and in the workplace. According to

Lever (1993), of the 618 community colleges across North America responding to a 1993

survey on distance learning practices, 313 indicated that they currently had a distance

learning program in place, with video, print, audio, and telephone conferencing

representing the top four types ofdelivery media.

The Process ofDeveloping and Implementing Distance Learning and

Instructional Technology Program

Implementing a distance learning program requires time, people, funding, and

careful planning. Pearson (1989) recognized the following factors as essential to

successful program development:

❖ Need for the program.

❖ Faculty support, given incentives formotivation.

❖ Funds for capital costs, production, equipment, facilities, and ongoing operations.

❖ High quality educational content.

❖ Adequate staffing.

❖ Equal learning experiences and educational outcomes (i.e., credits, degree) for all
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❖ students.

❖ Enthusiasm for and beliefby, the institution in the overall program.

*1* Identification of a visible, spirited key leader/administrator initiating the program.

♦♦♦ Adequate facilities and staff at the receiving sites.

❖ Available equipment to deliver programming.

*t* Sufficient time for careful analysis of learner needs and demographics.

❖ Interactive components, length and frequency for instructional design.

❖ Administrators, teachers and staff knowledge ofwhat distance education is and how

to teach and use it effectively.

Steiner (1999) states, that in implementing an effective distance learning program,

there must be a sound instructional design, appropriate technology applications, and

support for teachers, students, and collaborative partner (p. 20). He also stated that a

distance learning program must meet, and preferably enrich, the educational goals of the

institution and the needs of the students, and to do so most effectively, it is important to

establish the policy, procedures, and programming components prior to beginning the

program. It is also important to build capacity and support within the institution fi'om the

onset by involving administrators and teachers in planning, implementation and

evaluation.

Moore and Thompson (1990) states, that effective distance education programs

begin with careful planning and a focused understanding of course requirements and

students’ needs (p. 55). They further states that appropriate technology could only be

selected once these elements are understood in detail, and that the programs evolve
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through the hard work and dedicated efforts ofmany individuals and organizations.

Successful distance programs rely on the consistent and integrated efforts of students,

faculty, facilitators, support staff, and administrators.

According to Garrison and Shale (1990), developing a distance course is not

simply applying an interactive technology to traditional course offerings, but rather

distance learning should capture what teachers do in the classroom in a way that can be

understood by students studying at a distance. The instructional development provides a

process and framework for systematically planning, developing, and adapting instruction

based on identifiable learner needs and content requirements. This process is essential in

distance education, where the instructor and students may share limited common

background and typically have minimal face-to-face contact.

Willis (1999) states, “When designing systems and materials for distance delivery

teachers must consider not only learning outcomes, but also content requirements and

technical constraints. Also to be considered are the needs, characteristics, and individual

differences ofboth the students and the teachers” (p. 45). He further states that the task

of the distance educator is to obviate any problems as much as possible by mixing and

matching techniques, creating and maintaining a stimulating environment, and offering

opportunities for students to communicate with each other and with the teaching staffon

a regular basis.

Dick and Carey (1990) and Gustafson & Powell (1991) show that instructional

development models and processes follow the same basic stages ofdesign, development,

evaluation, and revision (see figure 3).
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Desi2n

-Determine needs

-Analyze audienee
-Establish goals

Revision

-Develop and implement revision plan
Development

-Create content outline

-Review existing materials

-Organize and develop content

-Select/develop materials and delivery methods

Evaluation
-Review goals and objectives
-Develop evaluation strategy
-Collect and analyze data

Figure 3: The Instructional Development Process

In the instructional development process, the needs of the learner, the requirements of the

content, and the constraints facing both the teachers and the students should be

considered. Adhering to sound principles of instructional development provides a

process and procedural framework for addressing the instructional challenges.

Yoakan and Warren (1996) states that the major phases in the implementation

process are conducting needs assessment; outline instructional goals and objectives;

provide training and practice for instructors and facilitators; and implementation of the

program (see figure 4).
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Figure 4: Implementation Process

They further states that selecting appropriate technology; allowing plenty of time for

planning; providing consistent and timely feedback to students, encouraging student-to-

student interactions, providing training for the instructors and facilitators, ensuring a

support structure for students, and having a back-up plan for the technology have shown

to impact the success of a distance learning programs.

Classroom teachers rely on a number of visual and unobtrusive cues from their

students to enhance their delivery on instructional content. A quick glance revels who is

attentively taking notes, pondering a difficult concept, or preparing to make a comment.

The attentive teacher consciously and subconsciously receives and analyzes these visual

cues and adjusts the course delivery to meet the needs of the class during a particular

lesson. The distance teacher has few, if any, visual cues, and according to Schlosser and

Anderson (1994), this is why distance learning technologies should be thought out before

implementing. They further states that redefining the roles of key participants such as

technology selection and adoption, design issues, strategies to increase interactivity and
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active learning, learner’s characteristics, learner support, operational issues, policy and

management issues, equity and accessibility, and cost/benefit tradeoffs would create a

successful distance learning program.

The planning phase of course design and development is ofmajor importance in

distance learning. In the absence of attention of course design, instruction has the

potential to appear disjointed and teacher-centered. According to Schieman, Teare, and

McLaren (1992), a standby approach where traditional on-campus courses are re-worked

slightly and then offered as distance course must be avoided. Eastmond (1994) supported

Schieman, Teare and McLaren statement, who states, “when instruction is systematically

developed, the course has organization, logical consistency, and wholeness that can

engage students and supply the conditions for efficient learning” (p. 55).

Wohlert (1989) listed some keys to successful distance learning program as

follows:

❖ Live interaction between the instructor and the students during the course.

❖ The presence of a classroom teacher in the remote sites who is involved in the

learning process.

❖ The regular use of other media, such as computers, audiotapes, and two-way

workbooks.

❖ The involvement and support of school administrators.

The use ofelectronic mailboxes.
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Historically Black Colleges and Universities and Technology

From the time of legalized black education, the traditional role ofHBCUs in the

black community has been a catalyst targeted on academic achievement for their

students, through concentration on creating and maintaining an academic environment in

which all students, even those who may be under-prepared by conventional measured,

can succeed academically. These institutions were founded with the purpose of

educating disadvantaged blacks during the post-Civil War era, and to this day retain

missions of fostering the intellectual and social development of their students (Wagener,

1998).

There are currently 118 historically black colleges and universities in the United

States. Located in 24 states, the District ofColumbia, and the Virgin Islands. HBCUs

include public and private schools, two and four year schools, and graduate and

professional schools. Historically black colleges and universities come in many shapes

and sizes and are found in big cities, small towns, and rural areas. HBCUs include liberal

arts schools, agricultural and research institutions, and scientific and technological

centers. Together, they constitute less than three percent ofmore that 3,800 ofUS

institutions ofhigher learning. They enroll about 16 percent of all black students in

college, and produce approximately 27 percent of all B.A. and B.S. degrees in science

and engineering awarded to African Americans annually. Ofall Afiican Americans who

earn doctorates, approximately 35 percent have baccalaureates from HBCUs (Wagener,

1998).
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A study conducted by National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher

Education (NAFEO, October 2000), into the status of telecommunication capabilities of

the nation’s 118 HBCUs found that about half of these institutions do not participate in

distance learning program. The study was conducted on the campuses ofUnited States

and US Virgin Island’s historically black colleges and universities. The study found that

58 percent ofHBCUs participate in distance learning programs; however, only 13 percent

offer degree programs by distance learning, 85 percent report that they do not offer

degree programs, and one percent did not know. Of the 13 percent ofHBCUs that report

that they offer degree programs by distance learning, 33 percent are urban and 66 percent

are rural. Larger HBCUs with enrollments or 2,500+ offer more degree programs by

distance learning than smaller ones (see figures 5 and 6).

OYes

■ No

□ Don't know

Figure 5: HBCUs Offering Degree Programs Through Distance Learning
(Public/Private & Urban/Rural)

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, 2000
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□ Less 999

■ 1000-2500

□Over 2500

Figure 6: HBCUs Offering Degree Programs Through Distance Learning (Enrollment)

Source: U. S. Department ofCommerce, 2000

The study also reported that more than fifty percent of all HBCUs have standard

multimedia equipment, such as cameras, VCRs, projectors and monitor installations to

supportmultimedia classroom. 63 percent have videoconferencing capability and 33

percent have audio teleconferencing to support distance learning programs (US

Department ofCommerce; National Telecommunication and Information Administration;

Technology Opportunities Program). Of the reporting HBCUs, 69 percent of them

reported having distance learning capabilities. Of the 69 percent who report having

distance learning capabilities, 59 percent of them are urban institutions, and 40 percent

are rural, and one percent did not know (NAFEO, 2000).

HBCUs participation was limited when distance learning first became a reality in

higher education (U. S. Department ofEducation, 2000). The cost ofpurchasing

software and hardware was the first barrier historically black colleges and imiversities

had to overcome. According to U. S. Department ofEducation, Equal Employment
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Opportunity Commission, another barrier was the lack of face-to-face opportunities to

interact with teachers outside of classroom, school environment and culture experienced

in HBCUs, and these factors lead to limited participation ofHBCUs in the beginning of

distance learning. Since that time, HBCUs participations in distance learning have grown

through the years (See Table 2).

Table 2 African-American Participation in Distance Learning for Selected Years

YEAR TOTAL NUMBER
OF AFRICAN-
AMERICAN

TOTAL
NUMBER
OF MALE

TOTAL
NUMBER
FEMALE

PERCENT
MALE

PERCENT
FEMALE

1981 2,931 1,772 1,159 60.5 39.5

1986 3,029 1,623 1,406 53.6 46.4

1987 3,403 1,836 1,585 54.0 46.0

1989 3,148 1,618 1,530 51.4 48.6

1991 3,575 1,672 1,903 46.8 53.2

Source: U. S. Department ofEducation, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

According to The Chronicle ofHigher Education (April 2002), the 105

historically black institutions and roughly 30 more predominantly black institutions

confr-ont the same distance learning technology challenges as other institutions as they

work to train professors, improve infrastructure, and frnd some scarce money and time to

develop online content. However, the job is even harder than at mostly white institutions,

because black colleges have smaller endowments and charge their students less tuition.

Their historical mission ofcultivating a supportive atmosphere for black students also

creates the lag in offering courses and degrees online.
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The literature review focused on four areas: historical perspectives of distance

learning, instructional technology delivery methods, the process ofdeveloping and

implementing distance learning and instructional technology program, and historically

black colleges and universities and technology.

The following recurrent themes were identified in the literature: needs

assessment, planning, instructional design, appropriate technology applications, student

centered instruction, and support for teachers and students. These themes were explored

and provide a context for understanding what it takes to develop a successful distance

learning program or a workable distance learning program.

The university or college of the 21®* centurywill no longer be a repository where

students come for learning. It has become increasingly clear that students are capable of

learning without the physical presence of a teacher. Advances in educational technology

are allowing administrators and faculty to contemplate different modalities for course

offerings, especially distance delivery. Designing courses for distance delivery requires

careful thought and strategic planning.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This study examines the relationship among selected factors and the effectiveness

of the implementation process of distance learning program at two HBCUs. That is, to

what extent do these factors affect the success of distance learning and instructional

technology implementation in two historically black colleges and universities?

The theoretical framework for this study will focus on the following theories: (1)

policy analysis theory, (2) distance learning environment theory, (3) designing distance

learning courses, and (4) distance learning implementation process theory. These

theories provide a framework and amethodological approach for this study. That is

methodology for planning, designing, implementing, and evaluating the effectiveness of

distance learning and instructional technology.

Policy Analysis Theory

Developing a distance learning policy presents a variety of issues and

challenges. According to Gellman-Danley (1997), selecting technology is

perhaps the easiest part ofdeveloping a distance learning program. Most colleges

and universities find an array of available delivery systems ranging from

interactive television to sophisticated web-based asynchronous learning

networks. As these institutions strive to provide quality alternative instructional

36
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delivery and enter the increasingly competitive race for new students, two areas often

receive little attention - policy development and planning. Soon the courses are

on the air or traveling through cyberspace, and unprepared educators find

themselves in legal, academic, fiscal, logistical and union controversies. Clearly,

advanced policy deliberation and development is essential to the success and

effectiveness of distance learning programs and their students. Distance

education changes the learning relationship from the common, centralized school

model to a more decentralized, flexible model. It also reverses social dynamics

by bringing school to students, rather than students to school. This leads to a host

ofnew issues for administrators to debate and the need to examine a host of

existing policies.

Gellman-Danley and Fetzner (1998) proposed a theory to help decision

makers look at the policy arena of distance learning. They suggested seven

elements for attention: (1) Academic, (2) Fiscal, (3) Geographic, (4) Governance,

(5) Labor-Management, (6) Legal, and (7) Student Support Services. Berge

(1998) added two dimensions to Gellman-Danley & Fetzner theory: Technical

and Cultural. King, Nugent, Russell & Lacy (1999) adapted Gellman-Danley and

Fetzner and the Berge models, where they generated a Policy Analysis

Framework (see Table 3) and determined that seven elements (Academic,

Govemance/Administration/Fiscal, Faculty, Legal, Student Support Services,

Technical and Cultural) are policy related issues.
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Policy Area Key Issues

Academic Calendar, Course integrity. Transferability, Transcripts,
Student/Course eyaluation. Admission standards,
Curriculum/Course approyal. Accreditation, Class
cancellations, Course/Program/Degree ayailability,
Recruiting/Marketing

Goyemance/Administration/ Tuition rate. Technology fee, FTE’s, Administration cost.
State fiscal regulations. Tuition disbursement. Space, Single

Fiscal yersus multiple board oyersight. Staffing

Faculty Compensation and workload, Deyelopment incentiyes.
Faculty training. Congruence with existing union contracts.
Class monitoring. Faculty support. Faculty eyaluation

Legal Intellectual property. Faculty, Student and institutional
liability

Student Support Seryices Adyisement, Counseling, Library access. Materials deliyery.
Student training. Test proctoring. Videotaping, Computer
accounts. Registration, Financial aid. Labs

Technical Systems reliability, Connectiyity/access, Hardware/software,
Setup concerns. Infrastructure, Technical support (staffing).
Scheduling, Costs

Cultural Adoption of innoyations. Acceptance ofon-line/distance
teaching. Understanding of distance education (what works at
a distance). Organizational yalues

Source: Gellman-Danley and Fetzner, 1998; Berge, 1998

According to King et al. (1999), the PAF description is effectiye and functional

when analyzing distance education policy, and also fundamental to deyeloping and

managing distance education efforts. It is also consistent across many sectors (four year

colleges, community colleges, etc.) and at many leyels (department, college, system).

The seyen key policy areas in the policy analysis framework suggested places where
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decision makers (administrators) can intervene in the distance learning system to make

and manage changes. The PAF surfaced as practical decision making tools for planners

and managers of distance education.

Distance Learning Environment Theory

Salomon (1991) describes a learning environment as a system consisting of

interrelated components that jointly affect learning in interaction with (but separate from)

relevant individual and cultural differences. He suggests that when technology is

introduced to the learning environment, the changes in the individual will depend on the

changes distributed over the whole learning environment. He uses an investigative

approach, which combines the analytic and systemic processes to study the generic

components of the learning environment as perceived and experienced by teachers and

learners. The anal3dic process involves an explanation of the components in terms of

their contents, while the systemic process involves mapping out patterns of

configurations of relations between these components.

Salomon’s (1996) generic components of the learning environment include:

❖ a teacher and his/her teaching qualities

❖ relations and interactions of the learner

❖ rules and regulations governing the learning environment

❖ consensually held view ofparticipants as learners

❖ the mental effort they are willing to expend in learning

While Salomon’s approach focuses on the changes in the learner’s learning as
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technology is introduced, it has minimal reference to the interaction of the learner with

the course material content, and the relations of the teaching organization with its

immediate external and internal environments.

Wort (1998) examined the critical interactions within the education process by

focusing on the following interactions:

❖ learner-teacher

❖ learner-content

❖ teacher-content

❖ learner-learner

Wort suggests using these dimensions as bases for analyzing the learning process where

the intended learning outcomes from the central focus. This model focuses on the

learning interactions within a distance learning environment. The position of “distance”

in the learning process affects teaching roles, instructional methods and learner’s

expectations, depending on the projected learning experience.

Designing Distance Learning Courses

In her socio-technical systems theory. Miller (1998) considers the course

development process to be dynamic with a number of critical interactions with external

factors, such as the political environment, managerial and organizational issues, and the

personal and professional settings of the participants. She suggests using the systemic

approach for developing and evaluating a course in order to deal with the dynamic human

interactions. Her proposed sociotechnical systems framework consists of
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❖ technical (educational activities and curriculum)

*t* psycho-socio (interactions, expectations, values of the participants)

❖ organizational structure (materials and tutoring)

♦♦♦ institutional (structural working of institution)

♦♦♦ the environmental (workplace and personal environment)

Miller’s approach provides a way ofunderstanding the processes of interaction between

students’ involvement with the course material in the particular context of their work.

Distance Learning Implementation Process Theory

Holzl (1999) suggests a holistic approach to the implementation ofdistance

learning into higher institutions. His model draws on the metaphor of the “fire triangle.”

The fire triangle is made up of three sides, fuel, oxygen, and a heat source. Without any

one of these elements the fire cannot start nor continue. His triangle for implementing

distance learning consists of infi'astructure, training, and development and organizational

culture. The infrastructure is the information technology (IT) hardware and software,

which provides access to the staff and students, which have to create/access learning

environments. The training and development also includes staff and students to ensure

they have the appropriate levels of information literacy. The final and most important is

the organizational culture, which includes the policies, attitudes, and personal models of

learning, organizational climate, staff rewards, assessment and grading systems.

Willis (1992) describes the development process for distance learning, consisting

of the customary stages ofdesign, development, evaluation, and revision. In designing
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effective distance instruction, considerationmust be given to the goals, needs, and

characteristics of teachers and students, but also content requirements and technical

constraints. If unusual delivery systems are required, theymust be made accessible to all

participants. Revision based on feedback from instructors, content specialists, and

learners is an ongoing process. Provision must be made for continually updating courses,

which depend on volatile information, to keep the subject matter current and relevant

(Porter, 1994).

Presentation and Definition ofVariables

The independent and dependent variables are stated below:

Independent Variables

The independent variable is the variable that affects the dependent variable under

the study (Frankel & Wallen, 2000). For the purpose of this research, the following

independent variables were used in the study: decision makers, funding (infrastructure,

personnel and training), instructional technologymodel (voice, video, data and print), and

instructional development.

Decision Makers: those who established policy, procedures, and programming

components for the institution and those that are involved in the operational infrastructure

for the effective delivery ofdistance learning programs. For the purpose of this study,

decision makers are those who deal with the policy issues in the distance learning arena

and those that plan for the present and future growth of distance learning.

Funding: the cost involved in the design ofdistance learning system, such as:
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• Technology - hardware (e.g., videotape players, cameras) and software (e.g.,

computer programs).

• Transmission - the on-going expense of leasing transmission access (e.g., T-1,

satellite, microwave).

• Maintenance - repairing and updating equipment.

• Infrastructure - the foundational network and telecommunications infrastructure

located at the originating and receiving sites.

• Production - technological and persormel support required to develop and adapt

teaching materials.

• Support - miscellaneous expenses needed to ensure the system works successfully

including administrative costs, registration, advising/counseling, local support

costs, facilities, and overhead costs.

• Personnel - staff and all people required for the distance learning functions.

• Training - technology training for students, faculty, facilitators, support staff and

administrators.

For the purpose of this study, funding would be the source of funding for the distance

learning program implementation and all that goes into the program and for the

sustainability of the program.

Instructional Technology Models: technological options available to the distance

educator. They fall into fourmajor categories:

• Voice - Instructional audio tools include the interactive technologies of
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telephone, audioconferencing, and short-wave radio. Passive (i.e., one-way)

audio tools include tapes and radio.

• Video - Instructional video tools include still images such as slides, pre-produced

moving images (e.g., film, videotape), and real-time moving images combined

with audioconferencing (one-way or two-way video with two-way audio).

• Data - Computers send and receive information electronically. For this reason,

the term “data” is used to describe the broad category of instructional tools, such

as Computer-assisted instruction (CAI), Computer-managed instruction (CMI),

Computer-mediated education (CME).

• Print - is a foundational element of distance education programs and the basis

from which all other delivery systems have evolved. Various print formats are

available including: textbooks, study guides, workbooks, course syllabi, and case

studies.

Instructional Development: systematically planning, developing, and adapting of

instruction based on identifiable learner needs and content requirements. This involve

four stages:

• Design - determine need for instruction, analyze audience, establish instructional

goals and objectives.

• Development - create a content outline, review existing materials, organize and

develop content, and select/develop materials and methods.
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• Evaluation - review goals and objectives, develop an evaluation strategy for

program and learners, and collect and evaluate data.

• Revision - revise courses.

Dependent Variable

The dependent variables are variables affected by the independent variable.

Dependent variables are also known as outcome variables (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2000).

The dependent variable in this study is the effectiveness of the implementation process of

distance learning. Effectiveness ofdistance learning is based on soimd distance learning

policy, instructors preparation, educators’ understanding the needs of learners, and

instructors’ understanding of the target population and their instructional needs.
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Figure 7: Illustration of Independent and Dependent Variables

Definition of Terms

The definitions that follow describe the way certain terms were used in the study:

Analog: Information stored as an electrical signal with a continuous scale. Videotape

and audiotape are analog.

Asynchronous: Commimications between the student and teacher that do not take place

simultaneously.

Audio bridge: A method used to connectmultiple telephone lines for an
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Audioconferencine; Voice-only communications linking two or more sites. In

most cases, standard telephone lines and speakerphones are employed.

Audiographic conferencing; Voice communications supplemented with the

transmission of still images. Pictures, graphs, or sketches can be transmitted

during the conference. Standard facsimile (fax) machines are used, or computer-

driven systems can be used.

Bandwidth; The transmission capacity of a telecommunications system. The

greater the bandwidth, the greater the amount of digital information that can be

transmitted per second.

Baud Rate; How many bits a modem can send or receive per second. Derived

from the name ofEmil Baudot, a nineteenth-century inventor.

Bulletin board; A computer-based meeting place (and its accompanying

software) that allows people to discuss topics of interest, upload and download

files, and make announcements.

Bits-per-second (bps); A measure for bandwidth or speed ofmodem

transmission. Common rates are 2400, 9600,14,400 and 28,800.

Bridge; A device, often leased through a telephone company, that links three or

more telephone lines together for audio teleconferencing. See call-in bridge and

call-out bridge.

CD-ROM; A small optical disc that can store over 650 MB of digital data.

Chat mode; Synchronous exchange of text through the Internet.
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Closed circuit television; A point-to-point television distribution system installed

on a wire-based system. Used in many schools.

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAIh uses the computer as a self-contained teaching

machine to present discrete lessons to achieve specific but limited educational objectives.

There are several CAI modes, including: drill and practice, tutorial, simulations and

games, and problem-solving.

Computer Managed Instruction tCMD: uses the computer’s branching, storage, and

retrieval capabilities to organize instruction and track student records and progress. The

instruction need not be delivered via computer, although often CAI (the instructional

component) is combined with CMI.

Computer Mediated Communication (CMC): describes computer applications that

facilitate communication. Examples include electronic mail, computer conferencing, and

electronic bulletin boards.

Computer-Based Multimedia: HyperCard, hypermedia, and a still-developing

generation of powerful, sophisticated, and flexible computing tools have gained the

attention of distance educators in recent years. The goal of computer-based multimedia is

to integrate various voice, video, and computer technologies into a single, easily

accessible delivery system.

Correspondence Classes; An implementation ofdistance learning in which class

materials are print-based, but may be augmented with audio or videocassettes. Students

work independentlywith little or no in-person contact between student and instructor.

Communication between students and instructor is conducted bymail, FAX, or e-mail.
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Database; A collection of information, usually organized with searchable

elements, or fields. For example, a library catalog may be searched by author,

title, or subject.

Dedicated telephone line: A permanent telephone connection between

computers. Usually a regular phone line that is not used for anything but data

transmission.

Desktop videoconference; Multimedia microcomputers are used to display live

video images that are transmitted over LANs or digital data lines.

Dial-up connection; A temporary, as opposed to dedicated, connection between

machines established over a standard phone line.

Digital: Information that is stored in bits and bytes. Computer data is digital.

Distance Education System: The educational resources, processes, policies, and

technologies that support remote learners who learn at a distance.

Distance Learnin2: Distance education takes place when a teacher and student(s)

are separated by physical distance and technology, that is voice, video, data, and

print, is used to bridge the instructional gap.

Distance Learning Director; An individual responsible for the overall implementation

process and on-going activities of distance learning program.

Distance Instructor: Individual who accomplishes teaching by an appropriately targeted

mixture of reading assignments (web and print), web based materials, e-mail, web based

tests, remote tutoring (video and audio), remote teaching, remote interaction, and in-

person support in a standard class environment.
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Distance Learner; Individuals taking classes at a distance through a medium (voice,

computer, data, print).

E-mail: Electronic mail; messages that are sent via a computer network, i.e.,

electronically. The messages are stored until the addressee accesses the system

and retrieves the message.

Educational Technology: Electronic information and communication technologies that

include: campus networks, multimedia computers, computer software, audio-, video-, and

computer-conferencing systems, the Internet and World Wide Web, and other emerging

information technologies applied to instruction, libraries, and student support processes.

Fax (facsimile machine): An electronic device that transmits text or graphics

material over telephone lines to other locations.

HBCUs: Historically black colleges and universities.

Information Technolo2v: The application of technologies to the organization,

manipulation, and distribution of information.

Infrastructure: is the set of technologies in an environment that supports the mission of

an institution.

Instructional Design: The systematic development of instructional specifications using

learning and instructional theory to ensure the quality of instruction. It is the entire

process of analysis of learning needs and goals and the development of a delivery system

to meet those needs. It includes development of instructional materials and activities; and

tryout and evaluation of all instruction and learner activities.

Internet: An Internet is a network. The term Internet is usually used to refer to a
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collection ofnetworks interconnected with routers. What has been commonly

called the Internet (with the capital I) is the largest Internet in the world.

IRC (Internet Relay Chat); A multi-user live chat protocol. Using the one of

the major IRC servers linked to each other, anyone can create a Ochannel.O

Anything typed in a channel is seen by all others in the channel.

LAN (local-area network): A computer network limited to a building or area of

a building.

Microwave; A high-frequency transmission that can be used for television signals

or computer data. Microwave transmissions are said to be line of sight, which

means that they cannot pass through tall buildings ormountains.

Modem (MOdulator-DEModulatorl; A device that enables a computer to

transmit and receive data from another computer through a phone line by

converting the data into sound.

Multimedia Teleconferencing: A form of teleconferencing that uses multiple forms of

teleconferencing together, such as a teleconference using two-way

audio/videoconferencing and audiographics. The videoconference system provides audio

and video while the audiographics provides high resolution still frame visuals.

Offline: Literally, not connected. Used to denote time spent preparing

information to upload to a remote system, or to read information doAvnloaded

from a remote system.

One-Way Videoconferencine: A form of teleconferencing that delivers one-waymotion

video from an origination site to single ormultiple reception sites. It is used where
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persons at the origination site do not need to “see” participants at the reception sites.

Receiving sites usually communicate with the origination by audioconference (voice) or

facsimile.

Online: Communications via a modem or network to a host system; the time the

user is actually logged into the host.

Online Course: A course in which students participate in class activities from off-

campus sites, usually home or work, using a computer, modem, and voice-grade

telephone line. Computers are the primary vehicle for the delivery of instructional

materials and communication between students and the instructor.

PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol): A protocol that provides amethod for TCP/IP to

run over a standard phone line. PPP is newer, and faster, than SLIP.

Synchronous: Communications between the student and teacher that take place

simultaneously.

Telecommunications software: A program that allows a computer to

communicate through a modem to another computer. Most telecommunications

software can be configured so that dialing and setting ofparameters are

automatic.

Teleclass: An implementation ofdistance learning in which live class sessions are

distributed through telecommunications technologies in real-time to students who are at a

place different from that of the instructor(s).

Telecommunication: Facilitated communication between two distance points.

Teleconferencing: Electronic techniques that are used to allow three or more
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people at two or more locations to communicate.

Telecourse: An implementation of distance learning that combines written materials,

audio, and/or video materials (via cassette or other audio/video distribution systems) with

instructor oversight through additional presentation, discussion or office meetings.

Two-Way Video-conferencine: A form of teleconferencing similar in concept to

Audioconferencing. It permits point-to-point multipoint interactive voice and motion-

video communication through either analog or digital signal distribution systems.

Videoconferencine: Transmitting motion video and audio to two or more

locations for the purpose of interactive conferencing.

Web (WorldWideWebl: The network ofhypertext servers, which allows text,

graphics, and sound files to be mixed together and accessed through hyperlinks.

Whiteboard: A graphic display that can be shared by two or more users on a

network.

Limitations of the Study

The limitations of the study are: access to the historically black colleges and

universities decision makers, time restraints, small number of institutions, small number

ofdistance instructors, and limited access to distance learning students. The research for

this study was conducted through an interview guide, which was mailed to one

coordinator and hand delivered to another coordinator because of the proximity of the

two historically black colleges and universities to the researcher. Questionnaires were

also forwarded to the coordinators to disseminate to the distance instructors and distance

learners of their choice. The researcher also forwarded some questioimaires to some
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distance instructors chosen by the distance learning director. The distance instructor

forwarded the distance learner questionnaires to their students.

These results cannot be generalized to all HBCUs. The researcher hopes that the

participants in the study answered questions honestly to maintain the integrity of the

study. The interviewees may opt not to share the entire truth in regards to the survey and

the questions because some of the questions are sensitive in nature.

Summary

This chapter provided the theoretical and conceptual framework upon which this

study is based. All the theories mentioned in this chapter are helpful in gaining a clear

understanding in the effectiveness of the implementation process of distance learning.

In recent years, researchers have studied the effectiveness ofdistance learning and

its delivery methods. Willis (1994) claimed that the success of distance learning relies on

the key players - students, faculty, facilitators, support staff, and administration. He

further stated that teachers and administrators must work together on identifying and

resolving the issues, policies, and biases that might inhabit systematic use ofdistance

education meeting academic goals. Some researchers suggested that distance education

preparation should include faculty, staff support and administration training.



CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The study was designed to examine the effectiveness of the implementation

process of distance learning at two historically black colleges and universities; one

private and one public. This chapter is divided into the following sections: design of the

study, selection of the population, working with human subjects, data collection, data

analysis, data trustworthiness/credibility, and summary.

Design of the Study

A qualitative approach was chosen for this study for reasons, which parallel

assumptions made by Merriam (2001) regarding qualitative research. Merriam said,

“Qualitative researchers are concerned primarily with process, rather than outcomes or

products,” (p. 5) and this study was concerned with the effectiveness of the

implementation process of distance learning at two historically black colleges and

universities. She characterizes qualitative research as an umbrella concept covering

several forms of inquiry that help to explain the meaning of social phenomena with as

little disruption of the natural setting as possible, and in which the focus of the study is on

interpretation and meaning. According to Bogden and Biklen (1998), qualitative

approach lends itself to rich description ofpeople, places, and culture, which are not

55
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easily handled by statistical procedures.

Comparative case study is a descriptive method used to identify, analyze and

explain similarities and differences. It is an intensive, holistic description and analysis of

a single instance, phenomenon, or social unit (Merriam, 1988). The research method

applied to this study was comparative case study because the study examined and

compared the effectiveness of the implementation process of two historically black

colleges and universities. The data were gathered using telephone interviews, face-to-

face interviews and questionnaires. The face-to-face interviews were conducted at each

institution’s natural environment. The director of distance learning, the distance

instructor, and distance learners were included in the study. The data were analyzed

based on the research questions and other collected data such as directors interview,

instructors’ questionnaire and learners’ questionnaire.

Selection of the Population

The institutions were selected based on the data gathered from various sources,

(httD://www.smart.net/~pope/hbcu/hbculist.htm. http://chrconicle.com. etc.), including a

list ofhistorically black colleges and universities’ assessment ofnetworking and

connectivity from the U. S Department ofCommerce (2001), and HBCUs’ guide from

the National Association for Equal Opportunities in Higher Education (2000). The

websites of the 118 historically black colleges and universities were visited to identify the

HBCUs that are involved in distance learning. Only 40 institutions displayed any links to

distance learning. According to NAFEO (2000), only 58 percent ofblack institutions
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participated in some form ofdistance learning. Of the 40 HBCUs that displayed any

links to distance learning, seven are private institutions and 33 are public HBCUs.

The researcher randomly picked one private and one public EBCU based on the

proximity of the institutions. The selected private and public HBCUs described below:

Private HBCU: is a comprehensive, private, urban, coeducational institution ofhigher

education with a predominantly African American heritage. It was formed by the

consolidation of a college and a university. It offers undergraduate, graduate, and

professional degrees as well as non-degree programs to students of diverse racial, ethnic,

and socioeconomic backgrounds. The current enrollment is 4,813.

Public HBCU: is a comprehensive, urban, coeducational land-grant university founded in

1912. It exists as a result of the merger between two universities. It offers 42

baccalaureate degrees and 21 master's degrees, as well as the two-year Associate of

Science degree in nursing and dental hygiene, and doctoral degrees in public

administration, administration and supervision, curriculum and instruction and

psychology. The current enrollment is 8,750.

The distance learning coordinators of the two institutions were contacted by

phone and electronic mail, and they both agreed to participate in the research. Samples

of the interview questions and questionnaire for the distance learners and the distance

instructors were forwarded to the coordinator for each of the selected institutions. The

distance instructors and distance learners were included in the study.

Tables 4 and 5 illustrate the research sample used in this study.
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Table 4: Research Sample for Public Institution

Institution Director Distance
Instructors

Distance Learners

1 1 5 10

Table 5: Research Sample for Private Institution

Institution Director Distance
Instructors

Distance Learners

1 1 5 10

The interviews were conducted on location at each institution. The researcher left

the decision of dissemination of the questioimaire up to the coordinator at each of the

institutions. One of the coordinator gave the researcher the names of some of the

distance instructor to be contacted. The researcher contacted the distance instructor to

disseminate the questionnaires. The researcher asked the distance instructors to distribute

the distance learners’ questioimaire to their students. The instructors disseminated the

distance learners’ questionnaires to their students and the researcher picked up the

completed questionnaires. The other coordinator forwarded the questionnaires to

distance instructors and distance learners to be completed. The questionnaires were

completed and forwarded to the researcher by the distance learning coordinator through

electronic mail.

Working with Human Subjects

The researcher received verbal permission from the learning coordinator of each

of the institutions. Study participants were then informed in a letter about the intent of
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the study. A copy of the interview questions and questionnaire for both distance

learners and distance instructors was forwarded with the cover letter.

Data Collection

Qualitative data consist of “direct quotations from people about their experiences,

opinions, feelings and knowledge” obtained through interviews; “detailed descriptions of

people’s activities, behaviors, actions” recorded in observations; and “excerpts,

quotations, or entire passages” extracted from various types of documents (Patton, 1990).

Qualitative data collection is about collecting data through interviews, observations and

documents in everyday term (Wolcott, 1992).

The following steps were used to collect research data:

First, participants for the study were selected through various websites for historically

black universities and colleges. Through the websites, the number ofhistorically black

colleges and universities that participate in distance learning was determined. Selection

of the participants was made randomly based on the proximity of the institutions to the

researcher. The researcher selected one private four-year institution and one public four-

year institution that offer distance learning and their ability to contribute to the study.

Both institutions were contacted by phone, electronic mail and postal mail with a cover

letter explaining the study in detail.

Following the selection process, the researchermailed samples of the

coordinator’s interview questions, five distance instructor questionnaires, and 25 distance

learner questionnaires to the coordinator at each of the institutions. The interview
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questions and the questionnaire were based on the research questions and the variables

mentioned in the study. The researcher used person-to-person form of interview. Dexter

(1970) stated, “Person-to-person interview can de defined as a conversation - but a

conversation with a purpose” (p. 35). Data were collected using a structured interview

guide and questionnaire developed by the researcher. This structured method of

interviewing is where wording ofquestions was predetermined. The coordinators’

interviews were conducted at each coordinator’s environment. The first round of

interviewing was done by telephone in order to establish rapport with participants who

were both near to and far from the researcher.

The coordinators’ questions specifically focused on the institution’s policy,

strategic plan, mission and goal, funding and overall distance learning implementation

process and decisions. The questionnaire for the distance instructor focused on the

design of instruction, selection ofdelivery and faculty development, and the

questioimaire for distance learner focused on the experience of learning at a distance.

Based on the focus of the study, examining the effectiveness of the implementation

process ofdistance learning, the researcher took a holistic approach by involving all those

that are involved in the program - administrators, teachers and students.

Data Analysis

Data analysis is the process ofmaking sense out of the data. Making sense out of

data involves consolidating, reducing and interpreting what people have said and what

the researcher has seen and read - it is the process ofmaking meaning (Merriam, 2001).
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This section presents an analysis of the data that were obtained through interviewing

the distance learning coordinators at the selected HBCUs and from the questionnaire that

were completed by the distance instructors and distance learners. The phone interviews

and questionnaire were organized into phases:

Phase 1: Data were transcribed following the person-to-person interview.

Phase 2: Data from the interview were coded and categorized.

Phase 3: Interview data were analyzed and emergent themes were identified.

Phase 4: Questionnaires were returned and reviewed.

Phase 5: Data from the questionnaires were coded and categorized.

Phase 6: Data from the questionnaires were analyzed based on the research

questions in order to identify emergent themes.

Phase 7: Data were written-up.

The purpose of the study as stated in Chapter I was to investigate the effectiveness

of the implementation process of distance learning at two historically black colleges and

universities.

According to Mady (1982), qualitative approach is striving to understand the

perspective of the program stakeholders, looking to firsthand experience to provide

meaningful data, and addressing the concerns with the changing and dynamic nature of

reality. Qualitative design focuses on a holistic view ofwhat is being studied (via

documents, case histories, observations and interviews), and data are collected within the

context of their natural occurrence.

According to McMillian and Schumacker (2001), the ultimate goal of qualitative
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research is to make general statements about relationships among the categories by

discovering patterns in the data. Dey (1995) stated that “the core of qualitative analysis

lies on three related process: describing phenomena, classifying what and seeing how the

concepts interconnect” (p. 67). Ordering or classifying categories can be done in several

ways to discover patterns. For this study, categories were organized based upon the

selected process: decision makers, funding (infrastructure, personnel, training),

instructional technology models (voice, video, data, print), and instructional

development. The data were analyzed based on the research questions, coordinators’

interviews, instructors’ questionnaires and learners’ questionnaires (see table 6).
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Research Questions Coordinator Distance Instructor Distance Learner

Decision Makers

1. What motivated the university to embark on a distance education program?

2. Who was responsible for developing and implementing the vision of the program?

3. What is the organizational structure in place to manage the program, how was it developed?

4. How were policies developed to guide the program?

5. Who is responsible formaking decision on (a) the operation of the program (b) the direction of the program?

6. What are the goals and objectives that drive the operation of the program?

7. Is the program part of the university mission and goal?

8. What strategic plan is in place for the program and by whom was it developed?

Funding

9. How is the program funded?10.How will the program be sustained?



Table 6 (continued)
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Research Questions Coordinator Distance Instructor Distance Learner

11. Is there a faculty development program designed to train and support the development ofdistance learning courses.

12. Were the faculties compensated, given release time or otherwise rewarded for implementing distance learning
courses?

Instructional Technology Models

13. What technologies are used to deliver the courses?

14. What infrastructure does your imiversity have to support the chosen technologies?

15. Who makes the decision on the instructional technology model?

Instructional Development

16. What assessment is in place to measure the success of the program?

17. How are learners’ data collected and treated?

18. What challenges have been experienced in the development of the distance learning courses?

19. What challenges have been experienced in the implementation of the distance learning courses?

20. What factors enabled the implementation of the distance learning program?
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Credibility is crucial to any study undertaken by any researcher. An interview

guide is concerned with whether the interview obtained the intended purpose of a study.

The interview guide and questionnaires used by the researcher were adapted from PBS-

adult learning service, The Agenda (1994), U. S. Dept, ofEducation (2000), and NAFEO

(2000).

The researcher’s doctoral committee reviewed the interview guide and

questionnaires for reliability and validity. A sample interview guide and questionnaires

were given to the distance learning coordinators for review and further editing was done

based on the input from the coordinators. The interview and questionnaires were

designed to elicit the process the two institutions undertook to implement distance

learning.

Summary

This chapter discussed the research method and procedures that were used for

examining the effectiveness of the implementation process of distance learning in two

historically black colleges and universities. The design for this study was a qualitative,

comparative case study, which gives a narrative description of the process. The interview

guide and questionnaires were constructed with the implementation process of distance

learning in mind and also addressed the effectiveness factors: decision makers, funding,

instructional technology and instructional development.

The data were based on two instruments: interview guide and questionnaires.
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The interview guide was administered to the coordinators of the distance learning

program, and the questionnaires were administered to the distance instructors and

distance learners. The interview guide for the coordinator was a 25-item guide, which

focused mainly on the institution’s policies, strategic planning, and source of funding for

the distance learning programs. The questionnaire for the distance instructor focused on

how courses were implemented, what media were used, professional development

provided, and method of student evaluation. The questionnaire for the distance learner

focused on learner’s knowledge and expectation. The data from the study were analyzed

by the researcher and presented in form ofdescriptive analysis and visual tables.



CHAPTER V

DATA ANALYSIS

The basic data collection methods used in this study were interviews,

questionnaires (distance instructors and learners), and analysis of distance learning

documents (distance learning brochure, policy and strategic plan manual, progress report,

distance learning organizational chart, classes evaluation form, and student evaluation

form). The collected data were analyzed based on the research questions and the

selected process: decision makers (policy, procedure, program structure), funding

(infrastructure, personnel, training), instructional models (voice, video, data, print), and

instructional development (design, development, evaluation, revision).

The research findings were compiled and discussed according to four major

categories: policy, funding, instructional technology models and instructional

development. Each category identifies the research questions aligned with each theme.

The opinions and views of directors, instructors and learners are provided to support the

interpretation of the participant’s perceptions.

In determining the policy, mission, goals and organizational structure ofdistance

learning in these two institutions, the researcher was guided by eight research questions:

1. What motivated the university to embark on a distance education program?

2. Who was responsible for developing and implementing the vision of the

program?
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3. What is the organizational structure in place to manage the program, how

was it developed?

4. How were policies developed to guide the program?

5. Who is responsible formaking decision on (a) the operation of the program

(b) the direction of the program?

6. What are the goals and objectives that drive the operation of the program?

7. Is the program part of the university mission and goal?

8. What strategic plan is in place for the program and by whom was it

developed?

The responses from the director of the two institutions provided a vivid picture of

the policy and strategic plan of the distance learning, the direction of the distance

learning program, funding for the program and the overall effectiveness of

implementation of the distance learning program. The directors’ responses were

categorized as follows:

PubDirector - defined as the director for the public HBCU

PrvDirector - defined as the director for the private HBCU

Mission

Theme: Mission defined as an operational charge of a program.

Directors’ View and Quotes

What is the mission of the distance learning program?

PubDirector: Our institution defines Distance Learning as a physical separation of the

teacher and learner whereby communication and instruction take place through, or are
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supported by, any technological means such as telephone, radio, television, computers,

satellite delivery, interactive video, or any combination ofpresent and future

telecommunication technologies. This program is part of the Center for Extended

Education and Public Service, which is the administrative unit of the university that is

responsible for coordinating academic and community service outreach that advances the

institution’s mission of instruction, research, and service. The Center offers lifelong

learners educational opportunities that encompass credit, noncredit. Continuing

Education Units (CEU), distance learning, special training, and technical assistance

programs. The programs offered through the Center, including distance learning

programs, are designed to meet the professional, career development, personal and civic

awareness needs of the students and selected client groups statewide.

The mission ofdistance learning is to provide greater access for students to the

academic and noncredit offerings of the university; to ensure quality teaching in the off-

campus programs by utilizing, to the fullest extent, full-time faculty members to teach

classes offered by distance education; and to develop cooperative efforts with other

institutions, K-12 educational agencies, and community entities in order to provide

opportunities for teaching, research, and public service. More significantly, the mission

of the distance learning program is to provide more effective post-secondary education to

our residents using our present technology to provide a wider variety of courses, and

greater access to higher education to individuals who cannot come on campus to attend

school because of family, work, distance and/or other obligations.
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PrvDirector: The mission of our institution distance learning program is to provide

timely and appropriate research, development, application, and maintenance of

informational and instructional systems designed to offer a full complement of distance

learning programs to all of its constituencies. This mission is in alignment with the

institution’s academic strategic plan. These services will be provided to K-12 schools,

institutions ofhigher education, business and industry, and will enhance the educational

process and offerings by utilizing two-way interactive distance learning technologies that

best fit the need of the learner population.

Decision Makers

Theme: Decision Makers defined as the administrator who makes decisions on the

operation of the distance learning program and the direction of the program

Who makes the decision for the distance learning program?

PubDirector: Any decision goes through the chain of command fi'om lowest to the

highest. The decision making process goes from the Director ofDistance Education,

which is myself, to the Associated Vice President to the Vice President ofAcademic

Affairs and to the President of the Institution. Everyone involved in the decision making

is also involved in planning the direction of the distance learning program. The director

is responsible for the overall day-to-day operation of the distance learning program and

the Associate Vice President ofAcademic Affairs has the responsibility for the program’s

implementation. We have the Distance Education Committee that develops and
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recommends distance education policies and procedures to the Vice President of

Academic Affairs.

PrvDirector: Distance learning is part of the university academic affairs unit, thus the

program decision making process goes through the university process as any other

program in the institution. It has to be approved by the president. The distance learning

program has to follow policy and procedure and abide by the institution’s rule. Distance

learning is part of the institution’s goal. As the director, I have the overall responsibility

for the management and operation of the Distance Learning and Continuing Education

Programs. I’m responsible for developing and implementing systems and activities that

will ensure the advancement of these progreims. The director is also responsible for

recruiting and supervising competent staff, evaluating staff and all aspects ofoperation,

making recommendations on policy, developing and managing budgets, and raising the

local, national and global visibility of the programs to the university’s administration.

Organizational Structure

Theme: Organizational Structure defined as an organized body that collaborates on

operation and direction of the distance learning program.

What organizational structure is in place to manage the distance learning program?

PubDirector: The organizational structure has changed and is still evolving. There was

a Dean of Extended Education who was in charge of distance education and continuing

education, but the position was eliminated. The former Dean ofExtended Education

created distance learning policies and procedures and put the strategic plan in place. The
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vice president, president, and the board of regent approved the policies and procedures

to guide the program. The Associate Vice President now oversees the Center for

Extended Education (distance learning and continuing education) and Public Service, and

has the overall responsibility for distance learning program implementation.

The faculty, administrators and other support personnel maintain an equal level of

services to all students regardless of location. Instructors provide the same quality of

education using the distance education medium as in on site classes. Right now. I’m

doing three peoples’ jobs; however a proposal is in place for new positions and

personnel. As ofnow. I’m the technical person and the contact person for the students

and faculties; therefore, I make myself available to help the faculties and students with

any technical problems. We are in the process ofhiring a technical support staff

PrvDirector: The management of the program is done through collaboration between the

director and the provost of the institution. We have several personnel that are part of the

distance learning program such as director of faculty training and development; technical

support associate; distance learning lab supervisor; distance learning lab coordinator;

research associate; and technical assistant. This organizational structure is in place to

help us fulfill the distance learning program vision and enhance the distance learning

program.

The vision states, “ The distance learning program at our institution envisions a

broad and far-reaching program that will profoundly impact the quality of education and

its mode of delivery to its students.” It will serve as a catalyst to enhance current

instructional pedagogies while allowing faculty to develop new approaches by leveraging
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multimedia technologies. The university expects that the incorporation of distance

learning technologies will allow for a more cost-effective delivery of education to its

students on campus as well as expand its student base to those off campus through remote

delivery options. As you can see, our vision requires that we have people in various

positions to help us make our vision a reality.

Policy

Theme: Policy defined as framework for distance learning operation, an agreed upon set

of rules that explain all participants’ roles and responsibilities.

How were policies developed to guide the program?

PubDirector: The purpose of the distance learning policy at our institution is to assure a

quality distance learning program. Distance education is an established and effective

method for extending educational opportunities while keeping within the established

mission of the university. We have a Distance Learning Committee that was established

as an advisory committee to the Vice President ofAcademic Affairs in developing

policies and procedures for implementing, maintaining and evaluating a distance

education program at the institution, and the committee also advises the Vice President

on distance learning policies and procedure.

The goals of the committee are to: provide a forum for administrators and faculty

to address distance education issues, problems, and establishing collaborations between

academic units; promote the efficient use ofdistance education in order to provide

academic access and quality instruction; promote faculty training and utilization of
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Interactive Television ITV; and other distance education technology. The committee

establishes operational policies and guidelines for program delivery through distance

education, promotes partnership efforts between the institution and other institutions to

coordinate and develop new student markets for specialized courses each respective

institution offers, and promote the use of distance education among diverse campus units

zmd other higher education programs with regard to distance education and related

technologies.

The committee is also responsible for setting annual goals for distance learning

and overall program review. The committee develops and recommends distance learning

policies and procedure to the Vice President ofAcademic Affairs. The Vice President

appoints representatives from all major colleges/schools and other academic and

administrative units as needed to provide a cohesive and involved advisory body.

Distance learning policies are established for: Program Review and Approval;

Admissions for Distance Learning; Undergraduate Academic Retention Standards;

Faculty Promotion; Inter-institutional Relationships and Off-Campus Affairs; and

Library/Computer Resources Financial Aid.

PrvDirector: The Distance Learning Task force was formed to conduct research, analyze

and make reconunendations on policies and procedures to the University Information

Technology Senate Committee. Since its inception, the Task Force has played a pivotal

role in the development and implementation of the University’s distance learning

program. The task force handles issues such as the development and enhancement of the

university’s technological infrastructure, faculty involvement in distance learning.
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delivery of distance learning services to students, and the accreditation of distance

learning courses.

The Distance Learning Task Force is made up of representatives from five

schools in the university and imder the Task Force there are several subcommittees that

are responsible for various policies. Distance learning policies are established for:

Tuition for Distance Learning Courses, Faculty Incentives to Develop Distance Learning

Courses, Faculty Compensation for Teaching Distance Learning Courses, Intellectual

Property, Faculty Evaluation, and Distance Learning Course Approval.

Funding

In determining the source of the funding for technology, infrastructure, personnel

and training, and the sustainability program in the two institutions, there were four

research questions:

9. How is the program fimded?

10. How will the program be sustained?

11. Is there a faculty development program designed to train and support the

development ofdistance learning course?

12. Were the faculties compensated, given release time or otherwise rewarded for

implementing distance learning courses?

Theme: Funding defined as the source from where the program received the funding for

infrastructure, delivery technologies, personnel, faculty development for online
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instruction, and other budgetary and policy issues to sustain and promote effective

online teaching and learning.

How is the distance learning program funded and sustained?

PubDirector: The funding for the distance learning program and the sustainability for

distance learning program comes from several sources. The institution receives money

from different somces such as State grants, other grants, and continuing education. We

also receive funding from departmental budget and remote location grant. The

sustainability of the program comes from the same sources that funded the

implementation of the program. The funding we received is for infrastructure, training,

personnel, and technology models. We offer training and technical support for those

faculties developing and teaching distance learning courses. Our faculty members

receive appropriate training in distance learning to help them develop course syllabi

suitable for distance learning. We provide adequate access to learning resources and

services to support courses.

Faculty development programs have become a part of the distance learning

center’s service to the university. Special sessions and training conferences are offered

throughout the year. The faculty receives technical assistance on creating and putting

courses online and technical assistance is also provided for the distance learners.

Workshops are provided through the Board ofRegent for faculty teaching online comses.

We offer stipends to those developing courses for Regent Online Degree Program. We

have a proposal that would allow us to provide extra service pay for faculty developing

courses here at the university. This stipend is given to the faculty for each online course.
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Faculty also receives laptop as an incentive for developing online course. The next

training goal of the distance learning program is to provide training for faculty using

video courses.

PrvDirector: The institution received funding for the program from external sources

such as grants and Title III, and tuition and fees are used to sustain the program. The

program also received support through a grant from GRA, Lilly Foundation and UNCF to

setup distance learning center, hire personnel to support the distance learning program,

and provide training and incentives to the faculty. Faculty development and training is

ongoing and faculties are encouraged to develop distance learning courses in their tenure

or promotion package, which is an incentive for creating online courses. We have four

center resources for faculty development, and staff and students training: (1) DLITE

(Distance Learning Instructional Technology Education Center), (2) MATES (Mentor

Apprentice for Technology Education Support), (3) STARS (Student Technical

Assistance Resource), and (4) LABS (Faculty Resource Lab, Video conferencing Lab,

Student Open Access Lab, and distance Learning Training Lab).

Workshops for our faculty, staff and students are provided through our Distance

Learning Instructional Technology Education (DLITE) Center. This center provides

individual or group assistance to our faculty, staff and students. In the center, we use our

faculty who are MATES (Mentor Apprentice for Technology Education Support) and

have special training to deliver DLITE workshops. They provide individual assistance

and training to faculty working in the Faculty Resource Lab and through workshops

conducted by the DLITE Center. We also have the Distance Learning Training Lab,
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which is designed to facilitate distance learning and instructional technology

workshops. We send our staff to distance learning conferences to keep abreast ofwhat is

going on in the world of distance learning. There is a plan in place to compensate

faculties for one release course or provide stipend for developing distance learning

course. We provide technical support to our students who are enrolled in online courses

through the Student Open Access Lab. This lab is operated to meet the daily computer

needs of students as they pursue their academic programs.

Instructional Technology Model

In determining the method or methods of the instructional technology models

used in delivery distance learning program and the infrastructure, there were three

research questions:

13. What technologies are used to deliver the courses?

14. What infrastructure does your university have to support the chosen technologies?

15. Who makes the decision on the instructional technology model?

Theme: Instructional Technology Model defined as various technology used in the

delivery of distance learning program.

What medium/media and resources were chosen to deliver courses and/or programs that

will be accessible to students, receptive of different learning styles, and sensitive to the

time and place no limitations of the students?

PubDirector: Our distance learning program includes Interactive Compressed Video,

Web Based Courses and the Video Independent Study Program. We provide access to

resources and services online. We offer distance learning courses through Web
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Enhanced, Online and Regent Online Degree Program. The Regent Online Degree

Program is a combine program by six universities and 13 community colleges. The

students have the option to decide on what type ofmedia suit their learning styles. There

are several media available for the students to select from. We have ITV- Cable link

media on both campuses. We have Video Independent Studies for those students you

enjoy studying independently but need some face to face with their teacher. We provide

Telecommunication access, Interactive Video Classroom, workstations that are connected

to VAX machine, Internet Access, web-based courses and E-mail access. The

technology committee initiated the decision on the various technologies we use in

distance learning program and approved by the president of the institution. We have

networking capabilities that include Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)

connections and Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL).

We provide access to resources and service such as workstations that are

connected to the Main Campus VAX so that students may access the online catalog and

online databases. Interlibrary loan via e-mail to librarians which include books and

periodical articles that are faxed, library orientation sessions via ICV with demonstrations

in the use ofonline catalog and databases, easy and direct communications via e-mail or

phone, and telecommunications.

We have infrastructure such as facilities and communication system that support

the entire medium we use for distance learning programs. These facilities are dedicated

to distance learning programs. We facilitate videoconferences and compressed

videoconferencing with our students at other locations. We have resources such as
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virtual library to provide access to library and information services to students, and

virtual bookstore to provide access to the books online and for students to purchase

online. We support the students in their decisions on media technology and try to find

ways and means of giving them the necessary support to use their own selected

technological tool(s).

PrvDirector: We currently offer Distance Learning Courses and Web Enhanced

Courses. The following media are provided for our faculties and students in the distance-

learning program: Internet, One-way and Two-way Video, One-way and Two-way

Audio, Phone Lines, and Teleconferences Video. Our infrastructure includes facility

(DLITE Center) that houses our labs, videoconferencing equipment, and various

technological infrastructures. This is part of different modes that we use in addressing

various learning styles to accommodate our students. We have four distinct resources:

(1) MATES for faculties who have the special training to deliver distance learning

workshops, (2) Faculty Resource Lab, which offers faculty the opportimity to work

independently or receive assistance and training in developing the knowledge and skills

needed to infuse technology into instruction and offer classes via distance learning

technologies, (3) the Student Open Access Lab, which operates to meet the daily

computer needs of students as they pursue their academic program, and (4) the distance

learning Training Lab, which facilitates distance learning and instructional technology

workshop.

Facultymay request the use of this lab to conduct classes that meet the criteria.

We are in the process ofdesigning infrastructure for Video Conferencing Lab, which
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offers the most sophisticated technology to enable two-way live interactive video

instruction. Our next phase in the distance learning program is Tele-courses. This phase

requires a very costly technological infrastructure, costly and highly specialized video-

conferencing equipment and furnishings, and development of a network of remote sites

through which to transmit programs and courses. This also would involve intensive

faculty training to deliver live instruction through video teleconferencing technology.

The faculty must be well trained to obtain and retain the attention of their students,

projects a captivating camera presence, and establish a satisfactory level of comfort

performing under the intensity of the camera and the lights. This is a synchronous

method that would immediately put the university on show to the public.

Instructional Development. Assessment and Evaluation

In determining the instructional development and assessment ofdistance learning

program, there were five research questions:

16. What assessment is in place to measure the success of the program?

17. How are learners’ data collected and treated?

18. What challenges have been experienced in the development ofdistance learning

courses?

19. What challenges have been experienced in the implementation of the distance

learning courses?

20. What factors enabled the implementation of the distance learning program?
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Theme: Instructional Development. Assessment and Evaluation defined as the content

development and presentations of the content online, assessment of the distance learner,

and evaluation of the program.

Who design the online courses and what assessment is in place to measure the success of

the program and the learner? How is the program measured for success?

PubDirector: Distance Learning courses meet all academic requirements and quality

standards of the university. Each distance education course offered by the institution is

consistent with the level, nature, and mission of the university. When a course is offered

through distance learning, it carries the same code, title, and credit as other sections of

that course at the university. Each course provides for interaction and timely feedback

between students and faculty member(s) teaching the course. As appropriate, these

interactions may be individual, group or mixed. Theymay take place electronically (e.g.

by telephone, by computer or by interactive video) or in person. Each course must

include an assessment of that delivery mode in its procedures formonitoring and

assessing student performance.

Preparation is necessary to assure a successful learning experience for learners

and a positive teaching experience for the instructor. We encouraged our distance

instructors to use various teaching methods to retain the interest of the distance learner.

Traditional teaching methods can be modified to work in the distance learning classroom.

Instructors are also encouraged to incorporate different teaching styles in order to keep

the attention of the distance learners.

Developing online courses requires planning and extra time to put it all together.
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Therefore, we provide our faculty with adequate education, assistance and support to

help them develop content driven curriculum. We provide our faculties resources

required for various distance teaching approaches and course development. We

encourage our distance instructors to tailor their materials to their own teaching needs

and style, and also to develop standards-based content to the students. We also encourage

them to think about how the content would be presented to the learners, whether using

graphics and/or multi-media tools. Distance instructors must attend aWebCT workshop

and complete so many hours of training before developing an online course.

All distance learning classes are coordinated between the department heads,

deans, the Office ofAdmissions and Records, the Graduate School, and the Center for

Extended Education and Public Service. The distance learning courses are recommended

and approved through normal university review procedures. The appropriate academic

dean/director and the Dean ofExtended Education coordinate programmatic plarming

with other cooperating institutions. Each department in the university decides on what

course to put online and design their own online courses. All courses taught through

distance education systems must be approved and recommended through plans of

colleges/schools. Recommendations for distance learning courses are made to the

university’s distance learning committee to determine time and space considerations.

Distance instructors are required to complete DE 2 form, Web Course Delivery Course

Proposal form when they are ready to place an online course on schedule. The

administrators must approve the course before it can go online. To develop a RODP

(Regent Online Degree Program) course, the same procedure must be followed. The
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request form will then be submitted to the curriculum committee at the Board of

Regents for approval.

The Distance Learning Center has not been monitoring the effectiveness of the

program but each course must be evaluated before being put online. Once the course is

online, the assessment of the course is up to the department. Each department that puts a

course online is responsible for the evaluation of the program, the distance instructor and

the learner. The distance learning center requires that each learner complete an online

evaluation form at the completion of each distance learning course. This evaluation is

used to evaluate the success rate of the program and of the learner, plan future training

for the faculty, and gives more support where support might be lacking.

Each student enrolled in a distance learning course is given access to all academic

support services, instructional equipment, and campus events and other non-academic

activities, which the university provides to other students. Support services may include

but are not limited to academic advising, counseling, library and other resources,

computer access, tutoring services and financial aid.

Our program is still evolving and changing. Currently, we have about 3,500

students in the program and eighty five percent completion rate. This indicates that the

instructional development and methods ofdelivery has been very effective and

successful. Even with all our best intension to have effective distance learning program,

we ran into challenges such as budget restrain, small staff and red tape for purchase

order. Currently, I’m wearing about two to three hats to be able to have an effective

distance learning program, and also because the distance learning program center is not
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staff to full capacity. There is a proposal in place to hire more personnel; to reimburse

the faculty that teaches distance learning course by giving them $2000 stipend for each

course, which is less than what Reagent Online Degree Program provides; and to give

release time to the distance instructors.

PrvDirector: We leave the designing of the course up to the distance instructor but we

provide training and technical support in putting the course online. The process to add a

course online usually start with the Department Chair informing the Registrar of the

intent to have a course online and this is the same procedure for any course that needs to

be added to the schedule. The total instructional development falls on the department.

We have an Online Course Design Clinic, which teaches faculty the steps involved in

designing online courses. We also provide workshops such as how to createWeb page

and Course Syllabus for Online Learning, Building Course Content in WebCT, Quizzing,

and Assessment in WebCT. We hired Eduprise, a leading technology trainer to do some

of the faculty training.

We have required distance learning format that the institution uses to achieve

uniform presentation for online courses. This format includes homepage, which is the

virtual greeting, course content, and related tools. On this homepage, course information,

syllabus, calendar, communication tools (Email, discussion, bulletin board, chat room,

whiteboard and audio), pages/URLs (resources on hardware/software/plug-in

requirements, links to the institution, school, departments and units websites), links to

library and related class or subject matter, evaluation tools, and study tools. Distance

Instructors can either put their course online or ask one of the STARS (Student Technical
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Assistance Resources) to load the contents in WebCT. We provided all the necessary

training for our faculty to design an effective instructional technology.

Each department monitors the effectiveness of each online course because the

courses are housed through the office of the Dean and department chair of each school.

The distance center acts as a facilitator for the department. The task force developed

Student Evaluation Online Form as part of the institution’s traditional instrument. We

have online student evaluation form (draft) that is completed by each student enrolled in a

distance learning course. The assessment of the online courses and the evaluation of the

students enrolled in the distance learning program is left totally up to the department and

the distance instructor.

Directors’ Overall Comment about Institutions’ Distance Learning Program

PubDirector: Our distance learning program is fairly new, about one year, yet it has been

very successful. We have received overwhelming response from our students. We

currently have 3,500 students taking one form of distance learning course with 85%

completion rate. We are continuously extending our program in terms ofdelivery

modalities, infrastructure and extending to the community at large. Right now we are in

the process ofdevising alternative ways for our distance learners in handling things such

as dropping a class, financial aid advisement and other non-academic activities without

coming on campus. A distance learner can drop a class by faxing the request to the

registrar’s office, and not having to come on campus. Our distance learning program

continues to evolve in many ways including continuous faculty development,

compensation for distance instructors and training for our students.
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PrvDirector; We launched the first phase ofour distance learning program in fall of

2001 with sixteen online courses and nineteen web enhanced course. Over 500 students

have enrolled for these online courses and 18 pioneer faculty members participated in the

training and 15 of them developed and delivered their own online courses. As the

program prepares to move into its second phase, video teleconferencing, we are actively

promoting and preparing faculty and students to become involved. For faculty, in

particular, special on-camera skills are required. We are training and equipping faculties

to utilize the video teleconferencing medium. In addition to this, our online and web

enhanced courses are ongoing.

Table 7 gives the overview of the distance learning process at both institutions.



Table 7: Side-Bv-Side Comparison of the Process for the Effectiveness of the

Implementation Process ofDistance Learning at the Public and Private HBCUs
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Process

Decision Makers (policy makers,
organizational structure)

Funding Sources (faculty development,
training, infrastructure, persormel)

Public

Director

Associate Vice President
- Distance Education Committee

Vice President Academic Affairs

President ofUniversity

States Grants

Grants

Continuing Education

Departmental Budget

Private

Director
- Task Force

Provost

Vice President Academic Affairs

Titlem

Tuition and Fees

GRA Grant

Lilly Foimdation

Remote Location Grants UNCF



Table 7 (continued)
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Process

Instructional Technology Model
(method of delivery of instruction)

Public

Interactive Compressed Video

Web Based

ITV - Cable link

Interactive Video Classroom

Telecommimication Access

Intemet/E-Mail

Video Conferences

Virtual Library

Virtual Bookstore

Telephone

Voicemail

Private

One-way and Two-way Video

Web based

One-way and Two-way Audio

Teleconference Video

Intemet/E-Mail

Telephone

Voicemail

Instmctional Development Development Stages Eduprise



Distance Instructors View and Quotes
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Six major themes emerged from analysis of the data. The emerged themes impact

specifically on the effectiveness ofplanning and management of distance course

development. The major themes are: (1) Faculty workload, (2) Compensation, (3)

Faculty Development, (4) Support, (5) Assessment, and (6) Instructional development

and Instructional Technology.

FacultyWorkload

Most faculty participants agreed that designing distance courses takes extra time

to prepare compared to traditional course (see Table 8). One faculty from the private

institution said “Preparing for distance learning classes took a significant amoimt of

time, more than traditional. More time is required to update the web site resources and

all materials had to be in electronic form and posted on the course site.” Another

instructor from the public institution stated, “My workload wasn’t adjusted. It’s more

work than designing an in-class course.” Most faculty from both institution agreed that

designing courses for distance delivery was carried out in addition to their regular

teaching assignments, which leave little or no time for research or publications.

According to one distance instructor, the first time teaching the distance learning course

was a larger commitment than the first time teaching the traditional course. One distance

instructor from the public institution said, “I had to be very prepared with lectures that

would fit exactly in a fifty minute time frame. I had to be sure my slides were goods

ones. I had to be aware ofmy very varied audience and had to anticipate questions.”
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Recognition of developing or teaching in distance delivery course is included in

the criteria for tenure and promotion said one distance instructor from the private

institution. From the private institution, 100 percent said that distance learning activity

was fully recognized as a priority for promotion and tenure purposes, but no monetary

compensation included for teaching online course. From the public institution, 40

percent said that they are not compensated for teaching distance learning courses (see

Table 8). From the public institution, 60 percent of the distance instructors said they

received some kind of stipend for developing distance learning courses, the stipend

ranges from $2,000 to $3,000 for one course depending if is for the Regent Online

Degree program or the institution. Teaching an online course is not considered for

promotion or tenure. According to one distance instructor from the public institution, “In

our institution, teaching distance courses is not part of criteria for tenure and promotion

but the institution is proposing reimbursement for faculty for $2,000 stipend and release

time.”

Faculty Development

Most distance instructors said they received workshops in online course

development, training, and technical support. Distance instructors from both institutions

said they have available resources to help them design an effective online course. From

the public institution, 80 percent of the distance instructors said the source of faculty

development comes from different workshops inside and outside the institution and the

Regent Online Degree Program (RODP) also provide workshop (see Table 8). One
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instructor stated, “Being part of the Reagent Online Degree program affords us more

faculty development.” All faculties from the private institution said they receive on¬

going training in developing online courses and in presentation ofonline courses. One

distance instructor stated, “We have expert faculty that are mentors to us who are novice

in instructional development. This helps make developing and preparing online courses

doable. These mentors work with us individually or in a group.”

Support

From both institutions, 90 percent of distance instructors said they received

enough support during and after course development, or at any time they needed the

support (see Table 8). “Whether technical support or any other kind support is always

available for the distance instructor,” said one distance instructor from the private

institution. The sentiment echoed by a majority of the participants was that they receive

support from the administrators of distance learning and from the institution as a whole.

The institution provided support resources such as: help line, technical support staff,

seminar/class, and distance learning office support. Some faculties indicated that they

would have liked more technical support for print-based courses including service

providers and virtual resources at the university. Some distance instructors said the

support they received was not enough. One faculty stated, “The little technical support

received has been by far the major shortcoming/finstration with the program. The support

consists mostly of everyone involved technologically blaming everyone else for problems

when the system goes down.”
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Some of the faculties indicated that as part of the online course, they have online

assessment that they use in assessing their learners’ performance. One faculty stated,

“We use an evaluation tool in assessing the assignment and giving grades.” About 80

percent said they employmultiple choice questions as criteria to grade the distance

learner, and 60 percent said they employ other testing methods such as papers and essays

to evaluate the learners (see Table 8). According to the public institution distance

instructor, distance learning was heavily weighted toward multiple choice testing of

performance; whereas, in traditional courses performance was evaluated more on critical

thinking and essay/writing skills. Another distance instructor from the same institution

said, “I seem to be more test dependent in the classroom and less creative, whereas now

I’ve become more creative and I feel more valid in my evaluation methods by limiting

“memory” testing.” One distance instructor from the private institution stated that

quizzes, homework assignments and semester-end project are used in the assessment of

the distance learner. According to another instructor “One has to make the assignments

interesting for the students to keep their interests alive in online course(s).”

Instructional Development and Instructional Technology

All distance instructors agreed that designing distance courses was time

consuming. According to one distance instructor at the public institution, to design an

effective online course, one has to follow the design steps such as: determining the need

for instruction, establishing instructional goals and objectives, creating a content outline.
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reviewing existing materials, organizing and developing content, selecting and

developing materials and methods, developing an evaluation strategy for program and

learners, collecting and evaluating data, and revising courses. These steps have to be

done thoroughly to produce an effective distance learning program. Most of the work

should be done in advance; however, some continuous updating ofmaterial is necessary

and unavoidable. Some instructors said they have the option of teaching online courses

that was designed by another faculty member. Of the faculties surveyed, 80 percent of the

said they designed their own online courses, and 20 percent said they taught courses that

were designed by someone else (see Table 8).

Deciding on what instructional technology tools (delivery method) to use depends

on the models/medium of distance learning the institution has available for the distance

learning program. The various distance learning models differ not only in the types of

technologies that are used, but also in the locus of control over the pace Jind place of

instruction. In some models, like interactive delivery systems, the institution and the

faculties have primary control, as is the case in a traditional classroom environment. The

faculties use interactive delivery systems such as audioconferencing, compressed

videoconferencing (dial-up), audio publishing, and audiographics. One instructor stated,

“Regardless ofwhat models we use, we have issues such as logistical support, student

support, and faculty support.” From both institution, 80 percent of distance instructors

agreed that the delivery methods they use for their learners are effective delivery method,

while 20 percent agreed that better delivery methods could be employed to deliver

effective distance learning program (see Table 8).
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Table 8: Percentages ofResponses to Research Questions Regarding Instructional

Development. Instructional Technology (models). Faculty Development

and Support. Compensation, and Assessment

%Yes %No

Question: Have you taught equivalent courses for on-campus classes?
Public Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20
Private Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20

Question: Did you find any difference between the preparation time required for your
distance education versus traditional classes?

Public Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20
Private Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20

Question: Were you given skills and tools to develop your distance learning course(s)?
Public Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20
Private Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20

Question: Were you compensated, given release time or otherwise rewarded if the
distance learning preparation time exceeded traditional preparation time?

Public Distance Instructors N = 5 60 40
Private Distance Instructors N = 5 100

Question: Was the technical support provided in conducting your distance learning
course(s) sufficient?

Public Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20
Private Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20

Question: Did you require students to come to the campus (or elsewhere) at least once
during the course to meet with you as a group?

Public Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20
Private Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20

Question: Did your distance learning students have regular access to an adequate library
ofprint materials?

Public Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20
Private Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20



Table 8 (continued)
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%Yes %No

Question: Did you employ the same criteria to grade students in your distance learning
course as in your traditional classroom?

Public Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20
Private Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20

Question: Did your institution provide satisfactory technical support to students in the
distance learning course(s) you taught?

Public Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20
Private Distance Instructors N = 5 80 20

Question: Did you employ different delivery methods (one-way audio/visual, two-way
audio/visual, one-way video, on-line/web-based/Intemet, asynchronous or real time,
desktop video conferencing) for your distance learning program?

Public Distance Instructors N = 5 100 0
Private Distance Instructors N = 5 100 0

N = Number ofparticipants (distance instructors) from each institution

Distance Learners View and Quotes

Fourmajor themes emerged from analysis of the data. The emerged themes

impact specifically on the effectiveness of how distance learners are assessed and

supported in the distance learning program. The major themes are: (1) Learners’

Assessment, (2) Instructor’s Availability and Support, (3) Technical support, and (4)

Administrative Support

Learners’ Assessment

The majority of distance learners felt that the assessment method employed in
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distance learning program is appropriate. The distance learners from the public

institution said while learning by web-based instruction, their instructors use different

method to assess their competency and knowledge. The assessment method such as:

essay exam, short answer exam, true/false questions, and multiple choice questions.

About 60 percent of the learners said the assessment method used for their online courses

has been mostlymultiple-choice examination, and it had been appropriate for the distance

learning course. One learner said, “The assessment method varies depending on the

course and the instructor.” About 40 percent said essay exam has been used more

frequently and appropriate for distance learning courses they have taken. Another

learner said, “Essay exams show if you have a true meaning of the material.” The private

institution distance learners said only three methods of assessment are employed for the

online courses: true/false, multiple choice and fill-in-the-blank examinations. About 99

percent of the distance learners said true/false and multiple choice assessments are used

for all of their on-line courses. One percent said fill-in-blank method is employed as

method of assessment. One learner said, “I believe the methods employed to assess us is

very appropriate for the online courses” (see Table 9).

Instructor Availability and Support

The teaching style of the distance instructor is different from traditional classroom

teaching style. The instructor is usually aware of every learner’s computer ability and the

instructor comes to the learner’s rescue when a problem arises. The deliverymethod the

instructors used in online course delivering is available and accessible to the learners.
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Taking online courses has been easier because the instructors tailored their teaching

method for each learner learning style and using appropriate delivery method said one

learner from the public institution. Another leaner from the same institution said, “Some

teachers that cannot adjust to different learning styles or use technology in the traditional

classroom should not be allowed to teach online courses because a lot of adjustment

needs to be made for distance learners with different learning styles and different delivery

methods must be employed.” One learner said, “We receive regular communication

from the distance instructor through electronic mail and necessary support on

assignments. The instructor usually keeps us apprised ofhow we are doing in the online

course on a timely basis.” From the public institution, 90 percent of the students said

they receive adequate support from their instructor in their distance learning courses (see

Table 9).

One learner from the private institution said, “The distance instructors customized

the online course based on the learner’s problem areas.” Another learner said, “The

instructor acts as a coach and guides in his or her efforts to give us the necessary support

we need with the online courses.” Yet, another learner echoed the same sentiment by

saying that the support they receive is different from the traditional classroom support.

The distance instructor makes himselfor herself available to us anytime of the day by

providing us with telephone number and e-mail address for individual, private

discussions. The distance instructors are able to communicate with us electronically in a

timelymanner in the absence ofvisual and oral cues.” One distance learner said, “I was

able to talk to the instructor as often as I needed to.” From the private institution, 80
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percent of the learners said they receive adequate support from their distance

instructors (see Table 9).

Technical Support

Technical supports are given from the distance learning center to the distance

learners but sometimes the program server is down, which makes it impossible to turn in

assignments on time. One learner from the public institution said, “The administration

of the distance learning program needs to take online course so that they can witness first

hand what kind of technical problems the distance learners encounter, and how and when

it gets resolved.” Even when we run into technical difficulty, help is always a phone call

away. Overall, 90 percent said they receive adequate technical support from their

distance learning center.

The distance learners at the private institution also said they received adequate

technical support but sometime they have to come on campus to get a solution to their

technical problem or use the facility. Overall, 80 percent from the private institution said

that the technical help they received was adequate from the instructor and the technical

support staff (see Table 9).

Administrative Support

Administrative support has been appropriate in terms of academic advising and

non-academic matters. Appropriate and accurate information in regard to advisement

without going on campus have been received on timely manner. Distance learners get

advisement by telephone e-mail, and sometimes periodic on-site advising at off-campus
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locations. This helps because distance learners do not have to go on campus for

advisement. The access to authoritative sources of information about non-academic

matters is made available online. One distance learner from the public institution said,

“As distance learners, we are given printed materials to inform us as to whom to contact

about specific types ofquestions or concerns, and resources are made available online for

us to be able to access off-campus.”

Another distance learner from the private institution said, “The distance learning

center has been able to help resolve both academic and non-academic matters.” About 80

percent from the public institution and 80 percent from the private institution indicated

that they received adequate administrative support (see Table 9).



Table 9 Percentages ofResponses to Research Questions

Regarding Assessment and Technical Support
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%Yes %No

Question: Is this your first distance learning course?
Public Institution Distance Learner N=10 40 60
Private Institution Distance Learner N=10 10 90

Question: Were course objectives met?
Public Institution Distance Learner N=10 100
Private Institution Distance Learner N=10 100

Question: Is the assessment method used is appropriate for the distance learning course(s)
you are or have taken?

Public Institution Distance Learner (Multiple Choice) N=10 60 40

(Essay) 40 60
Private Institution Distance Learner (Multiple Choice) N=10 90 10

(Essay) 10 90

Question: Was your distance instructor available and assessable?
Public Institution Distance Learner N=10 90 10

Private Institution Distance Learner N=10 80 20

Question: Did you receive adequate support from your instructor for your distance
learning courses?

Public Institution Distance Learner N=10 90 10

Private Institution Distance Learner N=10 80 20

Question: Did you receive adequate technical support from your institution for your
distance learning courses?

Public Institution Distance Learner N=10 90 10

Private Institution Distance Learner N=10 80 20

Question: Has the overall support you received from your distance learning center has
been appropriate?

Public Institution Distance Learner N=10 80 20

Private Institution Distance Learner N=10 80 20

N = Number ofparticipants (distance learner) from each institution.
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This chapter highlights the data examined from the directors ofdistance learning

programs, distance instructors, and distance learners from both institutions. The data

collected from both universities were compared in terms of the implementation process of

distance learning programs and related to the twenty research questions (see Tables 6-9).

Moore and Thompson (1990) point out that effective distance learning programs begin

with careful planning and a focused understanding of course requirements and students’

needs. They further stated that successful distance learning program rely on the

consistent and integrated efforts of students, faculty, facilitators, support staff, and

administrators. The themes that emerged from the data were mission, decision makers,

organizational structure, policy, funding sources, instructional technologymodel,

instructional development, and assessment. The examined data provided insight into the

effectiveness of the implementation process of the distance learning program at both

institutions.



CHAPTER VI

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter presents the outcome of the research study into four sections:

findings, conclusions, implications, and recommendations.

The purpose of the study was to investigate the effectiveness of the

implementation process of distance learning programs at two historically black colleges

and universities: a comparative study. The study examined the implementation process

including the policy, funding, instructional technology and instructional development.

Chapter I presented the introduction of the study, the research questions and

provided relevant facts that were significant to the study. The selected factors were

identified along with the research questions that guided the study.

Chapter II reviewed the literature related to the effectiveness of the

implementation process of a distance learning program. The reviewed literature

examined: the historical perspectives of distance learning; instructional technology

delivery methods; the process of developing and implementing distance learning and

instructional technology; and historically black colleges and universities and technology.

The literature addressed the effective practices of distance learning programs.

Chapter III presented the theoretical framework for the study as it relates to the

relationship among the selected factors leading to an effective implementation ofdistance

103
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learning programs. There were four theories that guided the study: (1) policy analysis

theory, (2) distance learning environment theory, (3) designing distance learning courses,

and (4) distance learning implementation process theory. The effectiveness of the

implementation process ofdistance learning programs was linked by four selected

factors: (1) decision makers, (2) funding, (3) instructional technology model, and (4)

instructional development.

Chapter IV presents the methodology and procedures used for examining the

effectiveness of implementation process ofdistance learning program at two HBCUs. A

qualitative methodology was used to examine the effectiveness of the implementation

process of distance programs at two historically black universities. An interview guide

was used to interview directors of distance learning programs and questionnaires were

used to gather data from the distance instructors and distance learners. This qualitative

investigation was conducted and analyzed. Narrative and visual presentations were

categorized, and detailed descriptions were made concerning the effectiveness of the

implementation process ofdistance learning programs at these two universities.

Chapter V presented data from two directors, ten distance instructors, and 20

distance learners. These data were analyzed in terms of the research questions.

Research Questions

The following research questions guide this study:

1. What motivated the university to embark on a distance education program?
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2. Who was responsible for developing and implementing the vision of the

program?

3. What is the organizational structure in place to manage the program, how was

it developed?

4. How were policies developed to guide the program?

5. Who is responsible formaking decisions on (a) the operation of the program

(b) the direction of the program?

6. What are the goals and objectives that drive the operation of the program?

7. Is the program part of the university mission and goal?

8. What strategic plan is in place for the distance learning program, and who

developed it?

9. How is the program funded?

10. Howwill the program be sustained?

11. Is there a faculty development program designed to train and support the

development ofDL courses?

12. Were the faculties compensated, given release time or otherwise rewarded for

developing distance learning courses?

13. What technologies are used to deliver the courses?

14. What infrastructure does your university have to support the chosen

technologies?

15. Who makes the decision on the instructional technologymodel?

16. What assessment is in place to measure the success of the program?
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17. How are customers’ satisfaction data collected and treated?

18. What challenges have been experienced in the development of the distance

learning courses?

19. What challenges have been experienced in the implementation of the distance

learning courses?

20. What factors enabled the implementation of the program?

Chapter VI summarized the findings of this study and presents conclusions,

implications, and recommendations based on the research findings.

Findings

Based on the research questions, the following are the findings, which resulted

fi-om the perspectives of the Directors, the distance instructors, and distance learners fi-om

both the public and private HBCUs:

1. Both institutions participate in a distance learning program, which is part

of the institutions’ academic affair unit. The public institution has a full distance

learning program that offers credit courses and an online degree program in

conjunction with other colleges and universities in the State in which the

institution is located, which gives the students a lot of options. The private

institution offers only credit courses to its students, and the program is considered

a pilot distance learning program.

2. The private and public HBCUs have organizational structure in place to

manage the distance learning program. The public institution’s organizational
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structure is still evolving. It has in place an associate vice president and a

director of distance learning to manage and run the distance learning program.

On the other hand, the private institution is fully staffed with a director, an

assistant director, an associate director, a director of faculty training and

development, a technical support associate, and other technical staff support to

manage and run the distance learning program.

3. Both institutions’ distance learning programs have policies that deal with

the program’s procedure, including intellectual property policy. Intellectual

policy deals with ownership and/or copyright laws concerning the reproduction of

printed materials and the use and transmission of film, videotapes, recordings,

performances, and other protected works.

4. The public institution’s distance education committee develops policies,

and procedures for implementing, maintaining, and evaluating distance learning

program, and makes recommendation to the vice president of academic affairs.

The distance learning policies available at the public institution include: program

review and approval, DL coordination, admissions, faculty promotion, faculty

evaluation, copyright, interinstitutional approval, enrollment, library/computer

resources, and financial aid. The private institution’s task force makes

recommendation on policies and procedures to the director of the distance

learning program. The private institution’s policies for distance learning program

include: tuition for distance learning courses, faculty incentives to develop

distance learning courses, faculty compensation for teaching distance learning



courses, intellectual property (draft), faculty evaluation, accreditation

guidelines for distance learning, and distance learning course approval.
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5. The distance learning program, which is part of both institutions’

academic unit, is under the umbrella of the academic unit affairs and is run by the

distance learning center. For the public HBCUs, the operation and direction of

the program comes through collaboration between the director of distance

education, associate vice president ofacademic affairs, vice president of academic

affairs and president of the university. For the private institution, the management

of the program is done through collaboration between the director of distance

learning and the provost of the institution.

6. Both institutions received funding from different source for the

implementation of the distance learning program and for the program

sustainability. The public institution receives funding from the State, different

grants, and continuing education. This funding was allocated for infi'astructure,

training, technological tools, staffing, and compensation. The private institution

receives funding from Title III, Lilly Foundation, and UNCF. The funding was

allocated for distance learning program implementation, including infi-astructure,

faculty development, training, personnel, and compensation. The funding for

sustainability of the distance learning program at both institutions comes fi-om

their primary sources.

7. Both institutions offer professional development for the faculty who are

engaged in the delivery of distance learning courses. The public institution in
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conjunction with the Board ofRegent offers training and various workshops

for the faculty. It also provides training and technical support for students and

faculty. It utilizes Interactive Television (ITV) and other distance learning

technology to facilitate the faculty training. The Director of distance learning at

the public institution is the focal point for all technical supports, answering

student questions, reviewing any complains, and elevating problems. The private

institution offers training and workshops to faculty, staff, and students through its

DLITE (Distance Learning Instructional Technology Education) Center. It also

provides technical and administrative support for both faculty and students

through the center. The institution’s distance learning center partnered with

Eduprise to provide training and workshops for the faculty, staff, and students.

The DLITE center makes use of its experience distance instructor (MATES) as a

mentor to the novice instructors.

8. The public institution provides $3000.00 stipends for each online course

and access to a laptop to those developing courses for the Regent Online Degree

Program. The institution has a proposal that would allow the institution to

provide extra service pay for faculty developing courses at the university; a

$2000.00 stipend and release time. The private institution does not provide

stipends but encourages its faculties to develop distance learning courses to use in

their tenure or promotion package. The institution has secured external funds to

pay for one release course for faculty or give stipend to develop distance learning

course.
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9. The public institution uses Interactive Compressed Video, web-based

technology and Video Independent Study Program technology to facilitate their

distance learning program. The interactive compressed video is installed in a

classroom. This classroom consists of cameras for broadcasting images to the

instructor and the students to a receiving site, monitors for receiving both audio

and video broadcast from a far site, a document camera, and a computer complete

with CD Rom and full Internet access. This classroom has multimedia tools to

aid instruction. The web-based technology such as Internet, e-mail, newsgroups,

distribution lists, and theWorld Wide Web are used to access on-line or Internet

courses. The institution uses the Internet via World Wide Web (www) to present

the course material and allow distance learners to complete work on-line. The

Video Independent Study program courses are video taped and broadcast on

Public Access Channel (PBS). Learners can choose to view the programs on PBS

channel or check out a copy of the entire videotape series from the Media Center.

The private institution selected WebCT as the Course Management System

(CMS) for distance learning program and web enhanced instruction. Other

technology tools available for the facilitation of the distance learning program are:

Internet, One-Way and Two-Way Video, One-Way and Two-Way Audio, Phone

Lines, WebCT, and Teleconferences video.

10. There is available infrastructure to support the selected technology models

and delivery modalities of the distance learning program for both the private and

public institutions. The public institution has remote sites where learners can visit
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to communicate with the instructor, workstations that are connected to the

Main campus VAX for learners to access on-line catalog and on-line databases,

online resources (bookstore and library), media center, and telecommunication

access through computer modem connection. The private institution has available

infrastructure, such as facility, communication capability (Internet access, phone

line), networking systems (several computers networked), and several labs. All

these are dedicated to facilitating the distance learning program. The

infrastructure also include training facilities, which comprise of faculty resource

lab, video conferencing lab, student open access lab, distance learning training

lab, and training and technical resources. Also available is the Student Technical

Assistance Resources (STAR), and Mentor Apprentice for Technology Education

Support (MATES) to support the distance learning program. The infrastructure is

still expanding to accommodate the next phase of the distance learning program.

11. The institutions have available various training and workshops for the

faculty to effectively design distance learning courses. For the public institution,

the faculties are taken through WebCT training and continuous training to be able

to provide a wider variety of courses. Distance instructors are given appropriate

training in distance learning to help them develop course syllabi suitable for

distance learning program. The private institution enlisted Eduprise, the leader in

designing and developing e-Leaming solutions for education to provide training

for faculty, staff and students. The distance instructor designed online courses
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that are accessible to students, receptive to different learning styles, and

sensitive to the time and place limitations of the students.

12. Both institutions have evaluation processes in place. The public

institution evaluates the overall distance learning program through several

processes and monitors the program for effectiveness. The distance learning

courses are evaluated as follows: course is evaluated before going online; the

distance instructors were evaluated based on delivery mode, course content,

available resources, availability and accessibility to the instructors, and timely

communication with the learners; and students performance are assessed. The

departments offering the online courses were required to evaluate the course, the

distance instructor, and the distance learner. The students were required to

complete an online evaluation form. The private institution’s distance learning

center does not have any assessment plan in place to achieve the evaluation of the

program or to monitor the effectiveness of the courses. Office of the Dean and

the department chair monitor courses for effectiveness. The distance learning

center leaves the evaluation of the program to the school or the department

offering the online courses. The distance learning center acts as a facilitator for

schools and departments offering distance learning courses. The students use

online evaluation to evaluate the instructor and the class. The same evaluation

form is used to evaluate both online courses and the traditional classroom.
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The findings of this study clearly identified some important elements in the

effectiveness implementation process of distance learning at the two historically black

colleges and universities. The following conclusions were derived from the findings of

this study and are presented as responses to the research questions:

1. For both institutions, the need assessment and target audience seem to have

influenced their decisions to embark on distance learning program. According to the

literature, for any higher education institution to effectively embark on a distance

learning program, the need assessment must be done and target audience must be

identified.

2. Bredo (1994) stated that every distance learning program must have a written

vision that entails the following: the purpose of the program, the direction of the program,

the delivery modalities of the program, and the intended audience or community.

Having a written vision statement seems to have guided the direction of the distance

learning program at the private institution. On the other hand, the public institution has

no written vision statement, which is more likely to hinder the direction and the

effectiveness of the distance learning program.

3. According to Reed (2000), the organizational structure is critical to the success

of any distance learning program. He stated that delivery ofdistance learning program

must have internal and external dimensions. Internal involvement must come from

myriad sources such as the academic affairs, continuing studies and extension, library,

campus computing, faculty development, bookstore, deans, chairs, and others responsible
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for direct delivery of video and audio to remote sites. The external support must

come from those who handle the technology at the remote sites and those who provide

logistical support. The distance learning program’s traditional organizational structure at

the public institution is ill equipped to meet the needs of distance based courses. This

suggested that this might affect the effectiveness of the distance learning program.

Having redesigned the organizational structure to fit the new realities of the distance

learning program, the private institution meets the needs to support distance based

courses. This suggested that this organizational structure enhanced the effectiveness of

the distance learning program.

4. The public institution’s distance learning program policy has a comprehensive

policy that addressed the key elements that impacted the effectiveness of distance

learning program. The private institution’s distance learning policy failed to address key

elements ofdistance learning program such as Library and Computer Resources.

5. According to the cited literature, actual structure of the technology has

substantial impact on the organization of distance learning program. At the public

institution, the extension and the continuing education divisions share responsibility of

the operation of the distance learning program, which seems to have overlapping

jurisdiction. For the private institution, the organizational units are involved and

necessary in the operation of the distance learning program.

6. For both institutions, fulfilling the strategic academic plan of the institutions

drove the effectiveness of the implementation process of the distance learning program.
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7. Both institutions work within the broader institutional context ofhigher

education to ensure that quality, accessible learning takes place in their distance learning

programs.

8. The strategic plan for the private institution distance learning program is in

alignment with the university’s vision strategic academic plan but the public institution

has no wntten vision statement for the distance learning program, which makes it

difficult to determine if the vision is in clear alignment with the university’s strategic

academic plan.

9. According to The Chronicle ofHigher Education (April 2002), the 115

historically black institutions and roughly 30 more predominantly black institutions

confront the same distance learning technology challenges as other institutions as they

work to train professors, improve infrastructure, and find some scarce money and time to

develop online content. But the job is even harder than at mostlywhite institutions,

because black colleges whether private or public have smaller endowments and charge

their students less tuition. Both institutions have funding concerns, which suggested that

the public institution, which is a State university, faces the same issues and concerns as

the private institution.

10. Sustainability of the distance learning program for both institutions comes

from the same source that funded the implementation of the program.

11. About 95% of the distance instructors that received adequate faculty

development and training in developing distance courses from both institutions were
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more likely to create learner-content, accessible to their learners and responsive to

learners’ needs.

12. For the public institution, the availability of compensation suggested that

more faculties would be interested in teaching distance learning courses. For the private

institution, the lack of compensation suggested that faculty are less enthusiastic about

distance learning initiatives than those higher up the administrative ladder, and are less

willing to accept distance delivery as a seamless responsibility of their jobs.

13. The public institution was more likely to give the distance instructors and

distance learners different delivery options for the distance learning program. For the

public institution, the most technologies utilized are fiber optics and computer

technologies, which include multi-person computer interactions such as e-mail interaction

with remote students, and the Internet and the World Wide Web for program delivery.

The private institution used satellite based two-way audio/video systems as the

predominant method of delivery of distance learning coursework, with the Internet (e.g.,

e-mail, web sites, listservers) as a secondary form ofdelivery. This suggested this form

ofdelivery could cause a problem, particularly in scheduling and in the failure of the

technology.

14. Both institutions’ distance learning program infrastructure suggested that the

infrastructure still is evolving and seems to be moving towards campus-wide wireless

network and integrating academic and administration computing.

15. For the public institution, the appointment of the distance education

committee (selected from faculty and staff) and to develop and recommend distance
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learning policies and procedures to the vice president of academic affairs suggested

that the coordination of instructional support services of the delivery of all distance

education courses and programs decisions are consistent with the effectiveness of the

implementation process of the distance learning program. The existence of the distance

learning task force (selected from administrative staff) at the private institution suggested

that effective decisions are made on the instructional technology model.

16. The simple fact that there exists a systematic approach to program

assessment, indicated that the assessment plan is developed in order to achieve

effectiveness, continuity, and sustainability of the distance learning program at the public

institution. The private institution’s distance learning center leaves program assessment

to the department or school offering the online courses, suggesting that the effectiveness

of the distance learning program is more likely not to be measured, and that the line

responsibility for program assessment resides in the departments and/or school offering

the courses.

17. Distance learners were more likely to be assessed for measurement and

analysis of achievement of demonstrable learning outcomes as stated in the intended

coixrse goals, objectives, and competencies. The assessment method used in both

institutions suggested that the competencies of the learners are been measured effectively.

18. According to the directors, challenges were experienced in the

development of the distance learning program, and this suggested that overall

administrative support is not at the level it ought to be for their distance learning

programs.
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19. The challenges both institutions experienced in the implementation of the

distance learning program suggested that institutional support for the distance learning

program in the form of improving technology or technical capacity (infrastructure) has

not been forthcoming.

20. The various factors that enabled the implementation of the distance learning

program at both institution suggested that the institutions dealt with underlying issues of

learners’ characteristics and need, instructional process, interactive, and delivery systems.

Michael Moore, a proponent of distance learning programs asserts that successful

distance learning programs rely on the consistent and integrated efforts of students,

faculty, facilitators, support staff, and administrators.

Implications

Implication for this study cannot be generalized. The findings and conclusions of

this study point to the following implications:

1. It is clear that the distance learning program at these two HBCUs helped both

institutions to provide greater access to higher education to individuals who cannot attend

school because of family, work, distance, and/or other obligations (target audience).

Therefore, this finding should encourage other HBCUs to get involved in distance

learning program or at least explore the possibilities.

2. From the findings, it is clear that distance learning program of the public

institution does not have an organizational structure dedicated to the implementation and

ongoing process of the distance learning program. This means that the process of the
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distance learning program would be given less attention and then become less

effective, which in turn would compromise the integrity of the program.

3. The fact that both institutions have funding issues in regard to their

implementation and sustainability of their distance learning program, do indicate that

financial resource is an obstacle for both private and public historically black colleges

and universities. The institutions need to consider increasing tuition for distance learning

courses. Otherwise, quality of the program would suffer tremendously.

4. Distance instructors’ development, training and compensation are crucial to

the success of any distance learning program. It is clear from this study that the faculty

who are engaged in the delivery of distance learning courses should be given appropriate

professional developmental experiences. If the institutions do not invest heavily in the

development, training and compensation for their distance instructors, the program would

suffer and the learner would be at a disadvantage.

5. It is clear that the students taking distance learning courses should benefit from

consistency among the courses in terms of course design, communication, technology,

and assessment. Without consistency, the distance learners would lag behind their peers

that are enrolled in distance learning program of other institutions.

6. It is clear that historically black colleges and universities can no longer ignore

the rapid growth of distance learning modalities to deliver distance learning courses.

Without the availability ofdifferent modalities for learners to choose from, this would

limit the learners’ access to distance courses and therefore create a wilder technological

gap.
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Recommendations

The findings of this research study lead to the following recommendations for the

effectiveness of the implementation process ofdistance learning program:

1. The decision makers at these two institutions should clearly specify the intention

of the distance learning program without any ambiguity in their distance learning vision

statement.

2. The organizational structure, reporting systems, and the financing mechanisms

that were established for a traditional based delivery system are ill equipped to meet the

needs and delivery requirements of asynchronous distance based courses. The

institutions should create an organizational structure that would fit the realities of

distance learning program, realities such as delivery modalities and infrastructure. It

should be done by defining decision-making authority for the program and clarify roles

and responsibilities. The public institution is under staffed and the private institution is

over staffed.

3. Both institutions need to have appropriate number of staff for their distance

learning program. According to the literature, organizationally, the distance learning

program is supervised by the director of distance learning, who answers to the vice

president for academic affairs, and ultimately to the president of the university. There

are five key positions necessary for any distance learning program: the director who

oversees the operation of the program, assistant or associated director who coordinates

faculty development and instructional technology, distance learning technician who
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oversees the technical issues, support services specialist who oversees non-technical

support for both instructors and learners, and office assistance who directs the instructors

and learners to appropriate channel.

4. Decision makers should establish a quality control for all distance learning

programs through a joint responsibility of the academic unit offering the course and the

distance learning center. This quality control should include periodic review and

evaluation of course content for quality, completeness, and adherence to published course

objectives.

5. The faculty evaluation form that students complete for traditional classroom

courses should be modified to yield information about faculty effectiveness in a distance

learning environment. There should be an evaluation form for the students and the

faculty to evaluate the technical systems and the administrative support systems. There

should also be an assessment plan in place to evaluate the program as a whole and to

monitor the program for effectiveness.

6. The universities should explore alternative funding methods to support the

distance learning program, including tuition fee rates and registration fees for distance

learners.

7. The institutions must determined what training the faculty will be provided on

the particular model ofdistance learning program and the technologies they will be using.

Orientation and training should be scheduled well in advance to give the faculty sufficent

time to redesign, modify, or adapt their course and assignments specifically for the new

delivery mode. Faculty should also be given access to a variety of resources, such as
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instructional design methodology, video production, graphics production, access to

authoring tools, and other computer-based resources.

8. The traditional reward, with its emphasis on research and publication, should be

redesigned for distance learning program. Both institutions should establish faculty

incentives that recognize the additional time faculty might spend in training and in

planning an effective distance learning course.

9. The recruitment and selection of good distance learning faculty is critical to the

success of the program. It would be beneficial for the institutions to use experienced and

successful distance instructors to recruit.

10. In the traditional course delivery, access is available to campus-based resources

such as library holdings, science laboratories, and computer software and hardware. In

distance learning program, it is essential that faculty and administrators work together to

think about how to accomplish the academic and non-academic objectives when students

may not have ready access to all the campus-based resources.

11. The method of delivery of distance learning program coursework for the

private HBCUs needs to be updated by creating a backup system for the network. This is

also a recommendation for future HBCUs that might be interested in implementing

distance learning program.

12. The institutions should adapt a standard student assessment process for the

distance learning program that would address learning outcomes in terms of content

mastery and increased learning skills.
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13. Further research should be done to explore the dropout ofdistance learners

compare to traditional students, looking at the various causes.

14. Further research should be done on what role the administrators play in the

success or failure of a distance learning program at historically black colleges and

universities.

Summary

This chapter provided findings, conclusions, implications, and recommendations.

The study investigated the effectiveness of the implementation process of distance

learning programs at two historically black colleges and universities using the responses

from the directors’ interviews, distance instructors’ questionnaire, and distance learners’

questionnaire.

In Chapter I included the research questions that provided the factors that

influenced the investigation. Chapter II related to the review of the distance learning

program and historically black colleges and universities. Chapter III presented the

theoretical framework; policy analysis theory, distance learning environment theory,

designing distance learning courses, and distance learning implementation process

theory. In Chapter IV, the methodology and procedures were presented. Chapter V

analyzed the data collected from the interviews and questionnaires.

This study is a comparative study involving the effectiveness of the implementation

process of distance learning programs at one private and one public HBCU. Based on the

literature, independent variables, and dependent variable, both institutions’ distance
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learning programs were implemented less effectively than desired. Out of all the

factors in this study, funding was not the most relevant factor in the effectiveness of the

implementation process of distance learning program. Purchasing and maintaining

appropriate equipment, training instructors to use it effectively are necessary conditions,

but not sufficient in themselves to assure effective distance learning program

implementation. The other factors as set forth in the literature (careful planning, focused

understanding of course requirements, students needs, consistent and integrated efforts of

students, faculties, facilitators, support staff, and administrators) must be involved to

ensure effective implementation process ofdistance learning program.



APPENDIX A

Researcher’s Letter Requesting to Conduct Research Interview

Dear Distance Learning Director,

My name is Shakirat Mumuney-Tilghman. I am a student at Clark Atlanta University, in
the Department ofEducational Leadership where I am working onmy doctoral degree in
Educational Leadership.

I am currently working on my dissertation and my research topic is “The Effectiveness of
the Implementation Process ofDistance Learning and Instructional Programs at Two
HBCUs”. Your institution, Tennessee State University, is one of the two HBCUs that I
have chosen to investigate. I wish to examine the process you undertook in developing
and implementing distance learning and instructional technology program.

I am writing this letter to ask for your permission to interview you and your staff about
process, procedures and practices related to the development of distance learning.
Additionally, I would like to interview the distance instructors and to administer a
questionnaire to some of the distance education learners. I have attached a sample of the
interview questions and a questionnaire for your preview.

Please feel free to contact me at any time at 404-983-1651 or 770-981-8762 with
questions or comments regarding this research. You can also contactmy advisor. Dr.
Trevor Turner at Clark Atlanta University, School of Education, Educational Leadership
Department at 404-880-8980.

Thank you for your consideration and kind assistance.

Sincerely,

Shakirat Mumuney-Tilghman, Doctoral Candidate
Clark Atlanta University
Department ofEducational Leadership
James P. Brawley Drive
Atlanta, GA 30314
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APPENDIX B

Directors’ Interview Guide1.How long have you been involved in Distance Learning Program at the
University?2.What is the mission of the Distance Learning Center?3.What motivated the University to embark on Distance Learning Program?4.Who is responsible for making decisions on the operation of the program and
the direction of the program?5.What is the organizational structure in place to manage the program, how was
it developed?
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6.How were policies and procedures developed to guide the program?
1277.What strategic plan is in place for the program, by whom was it developed,

and who has the overall responsibility for its implementation?8.How is the program funded?9.How will the program be sustained?10.What challenges have been experienced in the development and
implementation of the program?11.What are the challenges that are currently impacting the program and how are
they being addressed?



12812.How do you support faculty and students in the operation of distance
learning courses?13.What does a student need to register for a distance learning course?14.Do you offer professional development for faculty who are engaged in the
delivery ofdistance learning courses?15.Do you offer incentives and/or rewards to faculty for development and
delivery of distance learning courses?16.What is required for a course to be added to the online curriculum?17.How does the Distance Learning Centermonitor courses for effectiveness?



12918.Do you have policies and processes in place by which instructional
effectiveness of each distance learning course is evaluated periodically?19.What assessment plan is adapted or developed in order to achieve
effectiveness, continuity and sustainability of the assessment process?20.What medium/media were chosen to deliver courses and/or programs that will
accessible to students, receptive to different learning styles, and sensitive to
the time and place limitations of the students?21.What is most difficult in supporting students’ success in distance learning
courses at your institution?22.How does the Distance Learning Center work with other departments to
decide what new courses are to be held every semester?



13023.What is the overall feeling of the administration on distance learning
program?24.What is unique about your institution’s distance learning courses?25.Do you meet with other distance learning professionals in order to exchange
information?

Final Comment



APPENDIX C

Distance Instructors Questionnaire

Instruction: Please answer all questions

1. Indicate the niode(s) of distance education you have employed:
One-way audio/visual (example, telecourses)
Two-way audio/visual (real-time, Interactive Television (ITV))
Two-way audio, one-way video
On-Line/web-based/Intemet, asynchronous or real time
Desktop video conferencing, real time or asynchronous
Asynchronous desktop conferencing combined with CD-ROM
Other (Please specify)

2a. Name the course(s) that you teach or have taught online:

2b. Number of credits for each course taught:

2c. Level(s):
Freshmen

Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate Level
Other

3. Have you taught equivalent courses for on campus classes?
Yes
No
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4a. Did you find any difference between the preparation time required for your

distance education versus traditional classes?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe:

4b. Were you compensated, given release time or otherwise rewarded if the distance
education preparation time exceeded traditional preparation time?

Yes
No
Please describe:

5a. How many students were in your largest class taught at a distance?
Less than 20

20-50
51-100
More than 100
N/A

5b. In conducting your distance education course, please tell us what methods you used to
maintain personal interaction between (a) yourself and the students and (b) the
students with each other? Check all that apply.
Email
Discussion Groups online/web postings
Audio/Video Conferencing
Campus Visits
Onsite Visits

Telephone
Mail
Fax
Other

5c. Did you require students to come to the campus (or elsewhere) at least once during
the course to meet with you as a group?
Yes
No

6a. Did your distance education students have regular access to an adequate library of
print materials?

Yes
No

6b. Ifnot, how did you handle the issue of getting instructional and research materials
to your students? Describe in what ways, ifany, you were limited.
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7a. Were there any differences in the persistence/dropout rates of students in distance

vs. traditional courses?
Yes
No

7b. If there is a problem with persistence, do you have any thoughts on what causes it or
how to combat it?

8a. What criteria did you employ to grade students in your distance education course
(papers, multiple choice testing, essays, etc.)?

8b. Does this differ from the criteria you might have used in a traditional classroom
course?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe.

9a. If tests were given at the end of the course, were students in a proctored
environment?
Yes
No

9b. Do you have any concems/recommendations about security related to papers,
tests, etc., in a distance learning environment?
Yes
No
Please describe.

10. Have any questions about ownership of intellectual property arisen concerning
your work in distance education?
Yes
No
If yes, please explain.
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1 la. On the average, how did your students perform compared to students taking

similar classes through traditional means?
Better
Worse
About the Same

1 lb. If there is a difference, to what do you attribute it?

12. Did you notice that some particular kinds of students perform better than others in a
distance education mode?
Yes
No
Please explain:

13a. What kind of technical support were you provided in conducting your distance
education course(s)? Check all that apply.
Help Line
Technical Support Staff
Seminar/Class
Distance Ed office
Minimal
None
Other

13b. Was it sufficient?
Yes
No
No Comments.

13c. Did your institution provide satisfactory technical support to students in the distance
learning course(s) you taught?
Yes
No



13514.If you have an opportunity to teach courses through distance education again,
would you want to do so?
Yes
No
Please explain.15.In your opinion, how much of an undergraduate’s coursework could be taught by
distance education without impairing the educational experience?

76-100%
51-75%
26-50%
0-25%
Other

Please explain.16.Are there any other important points to be made about good practices, practices to
avoid, etc. in distance education that you have not addressed in your other answers?



APPENDIX D

Distance Learner Questionnaire

Instructions The purpose of the questionnaire is to help educators understand students’
ideas and expectation about web-based instruction. Please read each question below and
respond.

Demographic

Please answer the following:

Gender: Female Male

Age:

Level in College

Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

Graduate

Other (please specify)

School/Major

Instruction: Please answer the following questions

1. How would you describe the usual method of teaching and learning within your
school? Chose from a or b below, or write in your own description ofhow classes are

traditionally taught in your school.

a) Traditional teacher-centered classes where the teacher lectures and student listens.
136
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b) Student-centered where the teacher adapts the learning activities to fit the students’
needs.

Other (please describe)

2. Do you prefer to learn by yourself, in a small group of two or three, or in a larger
group of four or more?

3a. Is this your first class by web-based instruction?

Yes

No

Ifno, how many other classes have you taken by web-based instruction?

Describe how your previous web-based classes were similar and different from classes
taught in the traditional way in your school.

3b. If your answer to question 3a is "Yes," describe how you think learning by web-based
instruction will be similar or different from classes taught in the traditional way in
your school?

4. Do you expect to have exams while learning by web-based instruction? If yes, what
kind of test do you anticipate, for example, essay exam, true/false questions, etc.



1385.Was the assessment method used for your web-based instruction appropriate for
the

comse or course?6.I prefermy reading material t be:
a) Online

b) Paper based

Other (please describe)7.Describe what you expect from your instructors in this web-based class. For example,
do you think their teaching style will be similar to what you are used to?8.Please tell how you expect your responsibility, as a student in this web-based class will
be similar and/or different from your responsibilities as a student in a traditional class
in your school.9.Please list ways that your relationship with classmates in this web-based class will be
similar and/or different from your relationship with classmates in a traditional class in
your school.



10. By the end of this class, I expect to have learned: (choose one)
139

a. more than if the same class was taught in a traditional style in my school

b. less than if the same class were taught in a traditional style in my school

c. about the same amount if this class were taught in a traditional style inmy school

Other (please describe)

Thank you very much!
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